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ARTICLE I.

Tke Use nf the Double Inclined Plane in Fractures of tha

Lower Extremilies* By J. C. Nott, M. D., Mobile,

" Teach me what you know, and not what you believe^* is a

maxim full of wisdom, and should always be borne in mind by

medical writers. I do not pretend to be infallible, and may be

as easily blinded as others, but in the present instance I feel a

deep conviction, that I am writing what I know to be true, and

shall bring forward credible and competent witnesses to vouch

for the facts stated.

I am not so wedded to my own opinions or inventions, as to

believe that the apparatus I propose is perfect, (for my object

has been to contrive the simplest one possible which would ful-

fil the indications,) but I assert boldly that all Hie fractures of

* I sent an article on this subject to Philadelphia to be published in the

American Journal of Medical Sciences—it appeared in the Nov. No. 1838,

but in a mutilated form, probably from want of space. The present paper

is m substance a part of what should have appeared in the one alluded to,

and should be read with it,

—

neither being complete by itself. A part of

what I say here will probably not be fully understood without reference to

the plates in the Philadelphia Journal.
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the thigh and leg can he treated with more comfort to the patientt

and less risk of defarmity hy some apparatus acting on the same

principles. Mine has answered perfectly so far, and I therefore

recommend it._

I have perused attentively every thing I can find in French or

English on the subject, whether in favor of or against it, and

my conviction of the utility of the double inclined plane has

become stronger at every step of the investigation.

I lay very little claim to originality, for almost every idea I

utter, (some of which I once thought peculiar to myself,) I find

scattered here and there through difierent authors, but have

taken some pains to collect and embody them into a more tangi-

ble form. My only desire is to direct the attention of the pro-

fession to a mode of treating fractures, which much reflection

and experience have taught me is vastly superior to those usU"

ally adopted.

Sir Astley Cooper, Dupuytren, Travers, Charles Bell, Ames-

bury, Key, White of Manchester, Mclntyre, Lislon, and other

surgeons of high repute in Europe, have recommended differ-

ent modifications of the double inclined plane in certain cases of

fracture. In the United States it is barely alluded to as a mat-

ter of history, is never exhibited in our medical schools, and

scarcely a trace of it is to be found in our writings.*

Why this discrepancy ? It is because the different double

inchned planes recommended, are on the one hand very defec-

tive, or on the other (like that of Amesbury,) too complicated

and difficult to make, or too expensive—and because long es-

tablished usage and authority have wedded our surgeons to

other modes of treatment.

The apparatus generally employed in this country for fractures

of the femur, are nnodifications of those of Desault, Boyer, Prof.

* I have not until recently seen the apparatus of Dr. Smith, of Balti-

more J but I take great pleasure in saying that it is one of the most perfect

I have seen, and admirably calculated to meet the indications. Though not

very complicated, I fear it will be considered too much so to be extensively

adopted, for surgeons dislike trouble as much as any other class of men—

I

have not had an opportunity of trying it, but have no doubt of its great

comfort and utility in all fractures between the middle of the thigh and the

ankle. I think it permits too much motion for fractures near the tro-

chanter.
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Gibsoirs modification of Hagedorn, and the single iadined

plane.

All these I have seen applied either in this country or in Eu-

rope, under the direction of distinguished surgeons, and the

same objections have struck me every where—viz : excoria-

tion of the foot and perineum—fatigue both of body and limb,

produced by the extended position—pain and stiffness in the

knee—inapplicability in fractures near the neck of the bone or

siear the cond^des—constant tendency of the limb to shorten

from stretching of the extending and counterextending bands

—

inconvenience of stooling—permanent shortening, which often

occurs, <fcc.*

IVovv if all these objections occur, amongst surgeons of high

repute and extended experience, how much more forcible are

they, when these apparatus are in the hands of young surgeons

or country practitioners, whose surgical cases are " few and

far between.'' I should much prefer Prof Gibson's modification

of Hagedorn to any of those named ; it is not so liable to ex-

coriation and shortening, but all the inconveniences of the ex-

tended position and other objections hold good against it.

Every surgeon will recollect the embarrassment he felt,

during the first years of his practice, in making and fitting the

different apparatus recommended for the different fractures of

the thigh and hg. A double inclined plane properly constructed

would save ail this complication, and if any surgeon would

practise its application on a sound limb for a very short time, he

would avoid a great deal of trouble for the remainder of his

life. An apparatus of the dimensions I have given can be made

to fit the limb of almost any adult, and with the addition of a

few junks and short splints or binders boards, a dressino- would

*Prof. Gibson says—"So far as; ray own experi?nce goes, (which

:amounts to up-wards of 12 years, during the greater part of which time I

iiad the chief control of the surgical cases of a large hospital and almshouse,

together with an extensive private practice,) I am ready to declare, that I

have never met with a single instance of oblique fracture of the thigh bone,

in which I used the apparatus of Desault, (and until the last six months I

have never used any other,) that more or less ulceration of the perineum or

foot, and shortening of the limb were not the consequence.*"

—

Phil. Jmjjr,

of Med. and P]njs. Scienca^^ Vol S.
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always be ready for any fracture of the thigh or leg* I have

been using one for ti years, and have never had a shortened or

deformed limb, or seen the excoriation, or inconveniences of

other apparatus in a single instance. ISeveral of my medical

friends have also used it, and invariably with the same success*

Objections made against the Double Inclined Plane,

I have searched for objections with all the impartiality I pos-

sess, and expected to find them more numerous and strong than

I have. I give all I can meet with, and as truth is my object, I

should be much obliged to any gentleman who will point out

others. I hold myself open to conviction, and will cheerfully

abandon every position 1 have taken if they can be proven la

he false.

It has been objected, that when the double inclined plane is

used, there is a difficulty in fixing the pelvis, and that its motions

are communicated to the point of fracture. This is the strong-

est and almost only objection that can be urged, and is true to

a certain extent when the fracture is high up in the thigh, but I

think 1 have answered this satisfactorily in another place. Ad-

mitting this objection, however, (which I am not disposed to do,)

it does not hold good in the slightest degree, where the fracture

is below the middle of the thigh or in the leg ; and it must at

the same time be recollected, that a fracture in or near the neck

of the femur, cannot be treated in the extended position^ without

shortening.

It is objected, that when the knee joint is implicated, and

there is danger of anchylosis, the straight position is better than

the flexed, a straight limb being better than a bent one. This I

* If the surgeon should have to treat a patient very much over or \indet

the size of an ordinary adult, a coarse double inclined plane can very soon

be constructed ; and as one unaccustomed to it might be at a loss for pro-

portions, 1 will give the following very simple rule. Take a piece ofboard of

proper width, and long enough to extendfrom the tuberosity of the ischium 4

inches below the heel ; saw it in two exactly opposite the knee joints and you

have two pieces of proper length for the thigh and leg—the horizontal piece

which rests on the bed, should be of the same width and about as long as the

other two together.

The construction may take a little more lime than the apparatus of De-

sault or Hagedorns apparatus, but much time will be saved in the treat-

ment, as it requires very little ra- adjustment when the limb is once dressed.
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deny, because a limb a little bent, gives much less fatigue ii)

walking than a perfectly straight one.

Mr. Listen says, that fractures just below the tuberosity of

the tibia, are to^be treated in the straight position, for when the

knee is bent, the upper fragment is made to project, by the ex-

tensor muscles of the thigh, acting on it through the ligamentun^i

patellar. I have not treated a fracture of this kind with the dou-

ble inclined plane, and this objection may have more weight

than I suppose. It will be seen by examining the apparatus I

propose, that one of the straps is made to buckle across the up-

per part of the tibia, which 1 should think, with the assistance of

a compress, would counteract this tendency—Mr. Amesbury's

experience confirms my opinion.

I now come to the objections of Prof. Gibson, published in the

third volume of the Philadelphia Journal of Med. and Phys.

Sciences. They are the fullest I have met with, and in order

that the subject may be as fairly stated as possible, I extract

what he has said on this point.

" The patient laid on his back, has the limb placed over the

inchned boards, at an angle corresponding with an easy and re-

laxed flexion. Cushions are placed beneath to obviate undue

pressure, and splints secured to the limb to afford lateral pres-

sure. The weight of the body hanging by and operating upon

the superior fragment, naturally draws this from the inferior

fragment, and thereby effects counter extension, while the infe-

rior fragment, supported andfixed by the angle of union of the

inclined boards which operate upon the ham of the patient, main-

tains permanent extension. There can be no doubt that many
of the objections to the semi-flexed position, as practised by

Pott, and followed by the majority of the English practitioners,

are obviated by this simple and ingenious contrivance ; and were

1 disposed to select that position as more favorable than the ex-

tended one, I should certainly, to this form of apparatus, give a

very decided preference ; but there are objections even to this

I apprehend, ingenious as it is, which will prevent it from ever

coming into general use."

'* Let any one for the sake of experiment, place beneath his

own sound thigh and leg the machine of James or Bell, so as to

have the leg secured on one side, the thigh on the other, and the

body suspended and supported by the thigh—he will then find, be
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the cushions ever so sofr, tlmt the po'^Ilion is by no means so

comfortable, as one might be led to imagine ; that the calf of the

leg m.ust be firmly and painfully pressed against the flat sur-

face of the boards, ttiat ike ham sustain.^ not only the whole

weif!;htof the (higJi, hut ill at port)on of the bodf/ elevated above the

plane on which it would naturally rest, and under circumstan-

ces too, most disadvantageous

—

bein^fixed upon a sharp angle^

formed by the union of the inclined boards, and leaving a surface

too inconsiderable to foim any other than the most painful sup-

port."

" That extension and counter-extension can be produced by

this apparatus, there cannot be tlie slightest doubt. But it is

extremely doubtful, whether the patient can sustain the torture

necessary to carry the operation into full effect. Cannot a mo-

derate degree of extension and counter-extension, it may be ask-

ed, be kept up '? To this it may be answered, take off from the

ham the degree of pressure necessary to relieve the patient, the

body sinks and is supported by the bed, counter-extension is

therefore removed, extension destroyed, and how then does

your method differ from that of Mr. Pott, except in the patient

being placed on his back, and a partial support being given to

his limb ? But granting these objections to be unfounded, would

the weight of the body he always sufficient to effect counter-exten-

sion, and prevent the bones from over-lapping ? On the other

hand, would it not sometimes happen in large and heavy men,

that from too much force being exerted on the superior frag-

ment by the weight of the body, inordinate irritation would en-

sue ? Again, how are we to prevent the rotation of the pelvis,

when one limb is suspended on a frame, and the other extended

and left at liberty ? But in answer to all this it may perhaps be

said, that the twenty years experience of Mr. Cooper, and the

authority of Mr. Bell, are sufficient to justify the practice." &c.

It so happens that I have never seen the apparatus of James

or Bell, alluded to, but if they create one half the ills which

Prof. Gibson attributes to them, they should be ranked amoncfst

instruments of torture, and not surgical apparatus. The one I

propose certainly acts upon very different principles. He says

*' the extension is made by the angle of the inclined boards acting

on the ham, and that the body is suspended by this point in or-

der to effc'Ct counter-extension, bv its weicrht on the superior
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Iragment." If the two boards were put together at a ri^ht or more

acute angle, the ham certainly would suffer ; but it wiil be seen by

examining the drawing given ofmy apparatus, that it is placed at

a very obtuse angle, and the ham scarcely touches at all—the

only pressure being (as in the use of any other apparatus) on

the calf of the leg, well protected by a hair or chafFbag.

Prof. Gibson too would lead us to suppose, that even the .

weight of the body, when suspended by the thigh, was not suffi-

cient to keep up counter-extension ! J must contess that I was
very much surprised to see such a position advanced by one of

his deservedly high reputation. Certainly neither the appara-

tus of Desault or Boyer, exert a force any thing like equivalent

to that of the weight of the body !—no tissue of the human frame

could sustain it, and it is a well established principle, that a small

lorce constantly acting, will overcome any muscular resistance

we are called upon to counteract.

In the double inclined plane I propose, the extension is effect-

ed (in fractures of the thigh bone,) principally by the weight of

the leg, resting on the calf and whole under surface down to the

heel—the leg acts as a lever on the lower fragment of the thigh

bone, and when the straps are buckled across, and the foot bound

to the foot board, this lever cannot fail to perform its office per-

fecdy. The lower fragment is thus held firm, while the pelvis is

resting comfortably on the bed, and it will be seen at once, that if

the proper extension be made, and the limb be placed over a

double inclined plane, which has the thigh piece as long as the

sound thigh, shortening cannot possibly occur—the weight of

the body makes a passive counter-extension, (without being hung

up) whilst the extension is effected as before stated.

Several of my medical friends have not only seen me do it,

but have treated cases in this way themselves, and are satisfied

that the double inclined plane I use is free from the objections

urged.

I have thus fully stated and replied to the objections of Prof

Gibson, because I have the highest respect for his opinions—be-

cause I am satisfied he is in search of truth, and open to convic-

tion

—

because he has had no experience icith a double inclined

•plane properly constructed, and because he occupies a station

which enables him to do much towards suppressing or propagat-
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ing whatever is prejudicial or useful to ihose whom misfortune

may place under the surgeon's care.

For plates, proportions, construction, application ofdouble in-

clined plane, advantages over other apparatus, &c., the reader

is referred to the November No. 18j8, of the American Journal

of Medical Sciences, published in Philadelphia.

It w^ilJ be seen that the second plate in that Journal is very in-

accurately done, the knee not being opposite the angle of the

planes.

By a misprint, too, I am made to say that the cases reported

did not occur in my own practice. They did occur in my
practice, but were selected because they had been witnessed by
other surgeons.

Since those cases were reported, my friend, Dn Fearn, and

myself, hav'e treated others in the same way, and with the same
satisfactory results. One of these cases was a very interesting

one* The patient was a boy oi four years old, who had his thigh

bone crushed near the trochanter, by the wheels of a carriage

passing over it—the limb was placed over a double inclined

plane, and at the end of thirty five days perfect union had taken

place, without the slightest shortening or deformity. The little

fellow was cheerful all the time, and never complained of the ap-

paratus.

The apparatus was constructed in the simplest manner. We
procured two pieces of white pine board, five inches wide, and

longenough when placed under the limb, to reach from the tu-

berosity of the ischium three inches below the sole of the foot.

One of the boards was then sawed in two, exactly opposite the

knee joint. We thus had at once, a thigh piece, a leg piece, and

a horizontal piece to rest on the bed and support the other two

—the thigh and leg pieces were then hinged together with leath-

er and tacks—and the thigh piece was fixed to the horizontal

board in the same way—a foot piece was next fixed on—the

limb was then secured to it with pads and splints, and pieces of

bandage, instead of leather straps and buckles, &c. (For mode

ofconstruction, see Philad. Med. Journal.)

Dr. Fearn, who has very uncommon mechanical ingenuity,

made an improvement in this case which is very important—he

nailed to the outer edge of the horizontal board, at its upper end,

a narrow splint which extended along the body of the arm pit

—
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irfto this he fixed, at intervals of three or four inches on the out-

side, pegs about an inch long to prevent a bandage from slipping

—a bandage was then passed several times around the thigh,

carried around the pelvis, andcontinued up the body high enough

to fix the pelvis and body firmly to the lateral splint—in this

way the httle patient was prevented from twisting about and

<deranging the fragments by motions of the pelvis. This con-

trivance answered admirably in this case—and I see no reason

why it should not in all others.

Fracture ofthe Lower Extremity. By H.V. M. Miller, M. D.

Having, myself, been a sufl^erer from the above injury, I have

looked with no small degree of interest, to the various methods

which have been proposed for its treatment.

The apparatus of Desault, I can say from personal experience,

is inconvenient beyond measure. The species of pulley or sus-

pended weight proposed by Dr. Antony, has not answered the

expectations I was induced to form of it from his recommenda-

tion. The double inclined plane I have never used, but it is liable

to the same objection as the others, namely, that it confines the

patient for weeks to his back, a position which becomes insup-

portably irksome long before the period of his release has ar-

rived.

It was with pleasure, therefore, and anxiety for the result^

that I witnessed the treatment of the first fracture of the \eg at

La Charite, by M. Yelpeau, upon a totally different principle

from any which I had seen practised. I allude of course, to the

immoveable apparatus, first proposed, I believe, by a surgeon

of Brussels, and possibly familiar to most of the readers of the

Journal.

But as all of them may not have seen or employed it, I will

detail three cases which I have treated by means of it, with man-

ifest advantage.
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The first was a little boy, a servant, five or six years old,

belonging to Maj. Dawson, of Cassville. He fractured both

bones of his left leg, by a fall from his feet while skating on the

ice, the last week of November, 1838. I saw him almost im-

mediately, and without difficulty effected the reduction. The
apparatus was applied in the usual way, that is to say, a com-

mon roller bandage is passed from the toe to a prudent distance

above the seat of the fracture, over some light compresses with

which the limb has been previously enveloped—these are then-

well moistened with paste or starch, and another bandage ap-

plied, passing in a reversed direction from the first, which is also

wet with the paste. Four pieces of stout paste-board, cut of a

proper shape, are then wet with the paste, moulded to the limb

and confined firmly to it by two other bandages, passing the first

upwards, the last downwards, which finishes the dressing. Af-

ter a few days, three or four, the whole apparatus becomes per-

fectly dry and affords so strong and firm a support to the limb,

that the patient may get at once upon his crutches and move

about at his pleasure. In consideration of the youth of my
patient, and the probability that he would attempt some move-

ment which would displace the dressing before it became har-

dened, I confined a splint or small piece of white pine board to

each side of the hmb, by an additional roller, which was removed

on the fourth day after the fracture.

My patient had no bad symptom beyond the restlessness

common to his period of life. During the week, I thought it

safest to confine him to his couch. The seventh day after the

injury, he was permitted to get up, and although too small to

walk surely with crutches, he contrived to locomote by means of

the sound limb and his hands, much to his own comfort and

greatly to the relief of his attendants.

On the first of January the apparatus was removed, and the

limb found to be perfectly straight, of equal length with the

other, and firmly united.

The second is a case in which speculative opinion would have

deterred me from the application of the Immovable Apparatus,

if I had not previously have seen similar ones successfully trea-

ted with it, and every theoretical objection triumphantly refuted

by a practical fact. It was a compound comminuted fracture,

produced by the falling in of stones and earth in one of the deep
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excavations on the Western and Atlantic Rail Road. Some de-

lay ensued before the sufferer was extricated from the rubbish

amongst which he was we^lged. and much more before I could

visit him at the shanty of his employer, Mr. Y., a distance of

fifteen miles.

The patient was an athletic young man, and had suffered

miserably from spasmodic muscular contraction before I reached

him. The superior fractured extremity of the tibia was pro-

jecting slightly from the external wound, but was easily made
to resume its proper position. Three small fragments of bone

w^ere found wholly detached and removed, and the fractured

portion as properly adjusted as the very considerable tumefac-

tion which had ensued would permit, and the bandages or ap-

paratus applied as in the above case, omitting the pine splints

and dressing the wound of the integuments with a little cerate

and plaster. The bandage relieved the spasmodic contraction

of the muscles almost as soon as applied, and a strictly antiphlo-

gistic regimen quite reduced the swelling in four days, when
another roller had to be strondy drawn over the whole dressing

to make it adapt itself to the diminished size of the limb. This

intention it answered completely; the better for the envelope

having been again remoistened with the paste before its appli-

cation.

When it had acquired sufficient firmness, on the sixth day af-

ter the injury, the patient mounted his crutches and continued to

move about as he pleased until the fortieth, when the apparatus

was removed, and the external wound discovered to be entirely

healed. No deformity of the limb could be perceived, nor is

there any halt in the gait of the individual subsequently. The
pus discharged from the wound, which had occupied the inter-

stices between the limb and bandage, had become indurated and

produced no inconvenience during the cure.

The tumefaction, and especially the supposed necessity for

dressing the external wound, would in this case, at the first blush,

appear decidedly to contra-indicate a contrivance like to that

described above, but experience in this as in many other instan-

ces, shows that the employment of the additional roller obviates

the first of these difficulties; and the exclusion of the atmos-

phere from the discharged pus, so deprives it of its virulent pro-

perties, that the necessity to remove it no longer exists.
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The third case is of quite recent occurrence. On tlie morning

of the 25th of February, the patient, a negro boy IG years old,

belonging to Mrs. O'Neal, of Monroe county, Ga., was engaged

in felling trees, and one of them fell upon' his left leg and frac-

tured, or rather mashed, both bones of it without any injury to

the integuments.

I saw the patient, and arranged the bandage very soon after

the accident, before it had produced much pain or swelling. On
the 28th, the dressing had become sufficiently hard and strong

to allow of his leaving his bed and walking upon crutches with-

out injury. He still uses them, (14th March,) but has had no

accident or unfavorable circumstance, and doubtless will be en-

tirely v/ell when a sufficiency of time has elapsed to justify his

liberation.

These cases bear no sort of proportion to the large volume of

evidence in support of this method of treating those injuries

which has been hitherto furnished by other individuals, but if they

induce a few Physicians to practise it, and rescue their patients

from a horrible four or six weeks confinement, the utmost extent

of my hopes will be realized.

Cassville, 14th March, 1839.

Case of Expulsion of a Foetus, after the death of the Mother,

By J. C. NoTT, M. D. of Mobile.

This patient was a negro woman, aged about 35, belonging

to Robert Purvis, merchant of Mobile. She had menstruated

irregularly for twelve months before conception, and during this

time, her health was not good. I was called first to see her

about the middle period ofpregnancy—she was then complaining

of pains in the uterus, which became more troublesome as ges-

tation advanced. During the last month, the pains were almost

incessant, and often so violent that I thought her actually in la-

bor. She had a good deal of fever, and her strength failed so

as to alarm me, and I determined, if possible, to hasten the deli-
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very. On examination per vaginam, during a strong pain I

found the os tincoe dilated to the size of a dollar, but when the

finger was placed against the membranes, no contraction of the

longitudinal fibres could be felt—the action appeared to be con-

fined entirely to the circular fibres. When the pain went 08*1110

mouth of the uterus was fully relaxed. Repeated examinations

gave the same result.

I ruptured the membranes with the hope of inducing a differ-

ent action, but was disappointed. I gave ergot, but without ef-

fect. The case finally became so urgent that I determined to

open the head, which, with the assistance of Dr. Fearn, I did.

All ofthe bones of the head were removed, and the child still did

not advance. The uterus was in a very unfavorable condition

for an operation of this kind, and the patient sufl^ered so much,

and was so much exhausted, that we thought it most prudent

to desist Tor the present; and after removing the head, we left

her at midnic^ht—about dav licrht she died—and when I went to

^ee her about seven o'clock in the morning, I found her laid out

i-i (-^i" burial clothes. About mid-day I received a message that

r D r^'ld was born, and a request to visit her immediately. I

did so, and found that u, full grown foetus had been expelled about

six hours after death. She had become distended to fully twice

her natural size with gas—not only the abdomen and thorax, but

the head, neck, and extremities. I have no doubt that the child

w^as forced out by this extrication of gas.
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Part ii.—REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS.

Description ofa Modification of the Double Inclined Plane, with

an exposition of its advantages over other apparatus for frac-
tures of the lower extremity. By Josiah C. Nott, M, D^ of
Mobile, Am. Jou.for Nov. \Sis.

This " description of a modification of the Double Inclined

Plane," is from the pen and the experience of one of our most
valuable southern practitioners, but has been so curtailed in pub-

lication in the November number of the American Journal, as

to cause the author to iee\ himself under the necessity of farther

exposition of the subject. We insert, in the first part of the pre-

sent number of this Journal, Dr. Nott's last remarks on this in-

teresting subject, in which reference is made to the article at pre-

sent under consideration. In order, therefore, to bring Dr. N's.

views and experience as fairly as possible before the readers of

this Journal, we have thought proper to notice, in this place, the

former publication in such a manner, that its contents may be

brought near to that which it is its purpose to elucidate. Mean-
while, we enter our protest against the plan of Journalists cur-

tailing the statements of writers, in such a manner as to alter oi'

render unperspicuous. their meaning. This is often done, with-

out intention of that effect, because it is not always the case that

the authors views are as clearly and impressively received by
the editor as they are entertained by himself; and if they were;

there is something ofidiom in the expression of most writers, as

there is in different languages, which must suffer by elimination,

or new verbiage, with almost the same certainty as the ideas

written in one language do by being translated into another. No
part of an essay or communication calculated to bear, in the

least, on the subject treated, can generally be omitted with pro*

priety. We recollect to have had the cause of truth suffer in^

one instance, and of truth and humanity in another, by such mu*-

tilations of our remarks. In the former instance, which was a

description of a case wherein about one half of the right lung

was disorganized, and sections of the fifth and sixth ribs takeni

from the same side;in which we were made to give the understan-

ding, that the patient finally recovered ; whereas he finally died.

In the other, we attempted to illustrate the utility of that invalu-

able chemical medicine, known by the name of Hydrocyanic, or

Prussic Acid, by the minutes of some twenty of the first cases

in which we prescribed it, taken in the order of our experience,

from our notes kept of the cases, in many of which its sedative

powers W:Sre eminently valuable ; whilst in a few others, they
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were less conspicuously so. At the same time, on account

of the great power of this article, and, consequently, the

absolute necessity of its uniformity of strength, we annexed the

process by which the acid used in the cases detailed, was made.

The reader will be able to realize our surprise when he learns,

that in the publication only a lew of the most discouraging and
unfavorable cures, such as confirmed tubercular phthisis ni the

iast stage, &c. were inserted, whilst the weight of evidence of

the important virtues, and the safety in the admuiistration of

Prussic Acid, were omitted, in company with the process by
which the specimens used were made.

There has been much complaint of the exercise of this kind of

curtailment by Journalists ; the eftects of which have not only

been to suppress and to distort the truth on subjects of the great-

est importance, but it has so operated on the feelings of practi'

tioners as to prevent, in very many instances, the communication
to the public, of opinions and facts ofgreat value.

The apparatus of which Dr. Nott speaks, *• consists of four,

pieces; a thigh piece, a leg piece, a moveable foot board, and a
horizontal board resting fl:it on the bed. The thigh piece is fif-

teen inches long, eight wide at the upper, and seven at the lower

end, and one inch and a quarter thick. The upper piece is hol-

lowed out a little, and brought to a thin edge above, to fit it well

under the nates ; and the corners are rounded off, as otherwise,

they would be in the way in passing fa3ces." This thigh piece

has three openings on each side, two inches from the edge, for

the passage of leathern straps—the lower being as near the knee

as possible, the upper one near the groin, and the third, interme-

diate. The leather straps, with buckles attached, are long

enough to pass around the limb after the pads and splints are

applied, and buckle firmly across ; in order to which two and a
half feet are required. The leg p"ece is two feet long, seven

inches wide at the upper, and six at the lower end. it has a
slit at the lower end, seven inches long and one and a half wide,

for the purpose ofreceiving the tongue or tenon of the foot-board,

allowing it to be moved up or down, according to the length of

the limb. There are four openings near each side of this board

for receiving leather straps, as in the thigh piece. One of them
is as near the knee as possible, one near the ancle, and the other

two at intermediate points. Small holes are bored horizontal-

ly through that part of the leg piece through which the mortice

is made, for the purpose of fixmg the foot board at any desired

point.

»'The foot board, is twelve inches lon^, and four wide, with a tongue one
and a half inch wide, so as to fit closely in the Ion*,"- sht, where it is firmly

held by the wire. In order to hold it more steady, it has a small block nail-

ed on the lower back part on a level with the commencement of the tongue;
this block prevents the foot from pu&hiug it forwards.
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The horizontal board which rests on the bed, is notched at its lower ex-
tremity; in these notches the leg piece is supported, and by means of them
tjie angle may be varied when necessary—it is three feet long and eight
inches wide at each end—it is fastened to the thigh piece two inches from
the upper extremity of the latter by two hinges—the thigh piece fits better

under the nates for projecting over in this way—these hinges may be of iron

or leather.

The joint between the thigh and leg piece, is formed like a carpenter's
rule—the two pieces being fastened together by a piece of strong wire

—

iron or leather hinges would answer here also—the angle formed here should

Oti rounded (>Jf'\xi prevent injury of the ham.
In the thigh and leg piece, half an inch Irom the edges on each side there

is a row of holes, half an inch in diameter, to receive wooden pegs six inches
long which stand perpendicularly on each side of the hmb, these may be
inserted at any points the surgeon thinks advisable, to give additional firm-

ness to the fixtures—thus giving all the advantages of a fracture box with-
out its inconveniences.

Extension, in fractures of the thigh, is effected, in this apparatus, principal-

ly by the weight of the leg resting on the calf and whole under surface down
to the heel, by the straps buckled across to keep it stationary and where
necessary by an extending band or gaiter (on which there is very little

stress) which fixes the foot to the foot board. The lower fragment is thus

held firm while the body is resting comfortably on the bed. It will be seen
at orice that if thefragmentsare properly adjusted and thehmb placed over the
inclined boards (the thigh board being of the proper length) shortening can.

not possibly occur ; the weight of the body makes a passive counter-exten-

sion, without being hung up by the ham, while extension is effected as be.

fore stated.

Manner of applying the Double Inclined Plane.—The surgeon may bf»

guided by his own judgment with regard to the propriety of applying a roller

or many tailed bandage to the limb ; in the great majority of cases it may
be dispensed with.

1. In Fractures below the Knee.—In the first place a narrow bag of the

width and length of the two inclined planes, about half filled with bran, chaff,

or what is much better curhd hair, must be spread over the appartus for

the limb to repose on ; it should then be placed under the sound hmb so as

to get every part of it properly adjusted, foot board &.c.; then raise the fractu-

red Urab, adjust the fragments, place the apparatus under it and lay it gently

down on the cushion, taking care to arrange the latter so that it will press

equally from knee to heel. It is frequently necessary to stuff cotton or tow-

under the part of the pad between the calf and heel. Next apply two nar-

row junks or pads prepared in the same way as the one under the limb, on
the outside and inside of the leg and long enough to extend from the knee
to the sole of the foot ; over these two splints, of the same length and three

inches wide, if necessary, a pad and spht may be placed on the anterior sur-

face of the leg also and the four straps should then be buckled firmly

across. Before all this is done, however, the foot should be bound by a ban-

dage to the foot board ; if the fracture is oblique it may require a gaiter.

If preferred,wet binder's boards may be placed next to the leg and thejunks

on the outside. One or two straps should also be buckled across the thigh

to keep it still. A few pegs ^should also be inserted along each side to

keep the whole more steady.

This dressing answers for all the fractures of the leg, oblique or transverse,

simple or compound, and displacement is imposssibie.

2. In Fractures in the middle or Loicer third of Femur.—The application

is equally simple here and should be commenced in the same way, by
spreading over the apparatus a stuffed bag for the hmb to repose upon, and
adjusting it properH- on the sound limb first so as to be sure that every thing
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will fir snugly. Three junks and the same number of splints long enough to

extend from the pelvis to the knee on the outside, inside, and anterior sur-

face ; these are properly placed and the thigh straps buckled across. The
foot must be bound to the foot board and the leg straps buckled to keep the

leg quiet.

A very important point in fractures of the thigh is to have the thigh piece

of the proper lejigh^ diud this may he determined by applying it first to the

8ound limb. If the thigh piece of the apparatus is too long for the patient,

place a folded blanket under the pelvis, which will be equivalent to the short-

tening the thigh piece as it brings the pelvis nearer the angle of the inclin-

ed planes. If the thigh piece is too short for the patient, place a board un-
der the horizontal board of the appparatus and this will be equivalent to

lengthening the thigh piece.

3. In Fractures of the Femur in or near the Neck.—In these cases the

apparatus of Desault, Boyer, or Hagedorn, and in short all other than the

doubled inclined plane, are confessedly inadequate to a cure, without defor-

mity.

There are difficulties to be surmounted even with the double inclined

plane, but I do not think them very great, and it must be recollected that we
have no choice. The indications in those cases are :

1st. To keep the limb of its natural length.

2d. To flex the thigh upon the body and the leg upon the thigh so as to

relax all the muscles which have a tendency to produce displacement.

3i. To raise the body by placing under the back an inclined board or bed
chair, in order still further to relax the iliacus internus and psoas muscles.

4th. To keep the foot firmly fixed in the upright position.

5th. To keep the trochanter a little raised by putting under it a wedge
shaped pad, where the fracture is in the neck—thus preventing one end of

the bone from falling below the level of the other.

6th. To keep the fractured surfaces in close apposition.

7lh. To prevent the motions of fragments.
Sth. To fix the pelvis.

Now I repeat, that the indications, all ot which are important, cannot be
met, by any other apparatus than the double inclined plane.

The manner of dressing these fractures is precisely the same as that de-

scribed for fractures in the middle and low third, except that the sphnt on the

outside ot the hmb should be long enough to reach beyond the hip joint and
in addition to the straps be secured at the upper end by a bandage passed

around the pelvis. This assists much in controlling the motions of the

pelvis.

In these it is all important that the pelvis should be fixed, as motion from
side to side would necessarily produce derangement. W hen the patient is

restless the only effectual plan which has occurred to me is that (which I

adopted in Case 1st) of placing a double incUned plane under the sounds as

weel as the broken limb—the two being pressed up, on the same level, under
the nates, will of course prevent any twistmg motion and keep the pelvis in

its position. In order to keep the relative positions of the two double inclin-

ed planes the same, lay a narrow board across the foot of the bed in contact

with the bed posts—let the lower ends of the horizontal boards of the two
apparatus rest on the cross board, and fasten them together by boring a

hole through each and inserting moveable pegs. The apparatus for the

sound limb may be of the simplest kind—no junks, splints or straps are re-

quired—there is nothing wanting but to let the hmb rest on the inclined

planes—it can be taken away when faeces are evacuated and replaced with-

out the least trouble. See Case I for a practical illustration.

These cases are comparatively rare, fractures of the femur generally oc-

c'rring near or below the ml '"^.
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The advantages of the double inclined plane over other apparatus for frac-

tures of the lower extremmity, are the following :

Is/. The double inclined plane costs but little, is so simple in its con-
struction that it can he made by any one ; is easy of application, and when
applied difficult to derange ; the argle, too, in most cases can be varied oc-
casionally, which gives great relief to the patient.

2c?. Extension and counter-extension are steadily preserved, the frag-

ments are brtter guarded agaist motion, while, at the same time, the patient

can be moved with much less risk, moved from one part of the bed to ano>.

ther.

Zd. It is constructed in such a manner, that it can be adjusted so as to

fit hmbs of different lengths

—

Is equally applicable To all the fractures of ike

ihif^h and Z?g, whether simple or compound ; and therefore, with a few shin-

gles for splints, and junks, a dresssing will always be in readines for a frac-

ture of the lower limb ; one apparatus of this kind will last a surgeon for

life.

4ih. The foot is so well secured that no retraction or lateral motion can
occur to derange the fragments.

5th. If there should be a wound in the soft parts, swelling or inflamma-
tion, the limb may be simply laid over the inclined planes, the foot bound
to the foot board and two or three straps buckled across to keep it steady

—

extension and counter-extension are thus kept up (which is all that is ne-

cessary until callns begins to form) and there is no impediment to any local

treatment which may be deemed requisite—or even after the limb is fully

dressed you may, at any time during the cure, open the dressings to exam,
ine the limb without the possibility of harm.

6th. The flexed position relaxes the muscles, (thereby counteracting the
cause of shortening) is much more comfortable than the straight position,

and obviates in a great degree that painful stiffness which often follows the
latter.

7ih. The flexed position is greatly preferable to the extended, where the

fracture is near the trochanters, or near the condyles. In the former case,

the iliacusinternus and psoas muscles, draw up the fragment, and in the

latter, the gastroc-nemii and popliteus draw the lower fragment down, so

that the proper line and apposition of the bones is not presen-ed. and short-

ening or angular derangement or both are the consequences. This must be
admitted by everv one.

&fh. The weight of the leg on one of the inclined planes, keeps up exten-

sion on the lower fragment (in fractures of the thigh), the extension being
made principally on the calf; while counter-extension is effected by the

weight of the pelvis, which holds the upper fragment in its place—there are

no bands to produce excoriation—an extending band in some cases of oblique

fracture may be necessary to keep the foot in its place, but the stress upon
this is triflmg—generally speaking, the foot only requires to be lightly bound
to the foot board to keep it upright—the heel, instep and periueum, are thus

saved from excoriation.

9th. The facility of passing faeces, too, is another great advantage—the

patient has only to raise the sound limb, and a bed pan can be slipped under
him without inconvenience.

10/?i. When the fracture is in the uoperpart of the femur, the patient must
be kept always in a half sitting posture, but when in the middle or lower
third, he can assume at pleasure any posture from the recumbent to the sit-

tiDSi and may thus amuse himself with reading, writing, chess, cards, &c.
iltk. The apparatus of Desault, Boyer, and Hagedorn, do not permit of

access to injuries of the soft parts, when situated under the lateral splints.

The apparatus above described, is illustrated in the American
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Journal by two good cuts ; one exhibiting plainly the apparatus,

and the other, its application. The four following cases are

given by Dr. Nott, at the end of the description of his niodifica-

lion of the double inclined plane, in further illustration of its ap-

plication and utility.

The four following cases illustrate the eS^cticy of the double inclined plane

J employ. I have selected these, because they occurred not in my own prac-

tice, but in that of other surgeons.

Case I. Fracture of the Thigk.—The subject of this case, G. R., about
nineteen years of age, from Charleston, while a student in the South -Caroli-

na College, became mvoJved in a difficulty which resulted in a duel on the

29th May, 1833. 1 was at this time living in Columbia and tlie case came
under my charge. His antagonist was shot through the abdooien and sur-

vived but twenty eight hours, and R. was shot through the thigh

fracturing the femur—the ball entered the right thigh -on the outside, four

inches below the trochanter and passing through the bone came out at the

opposite point two inches below the groin so exactly over the track of the

femoral artery that it must have been struck, though not with sufficient force

to cut it, the bone having protected it.—The ball passed through a large plex-

us of blood vessels of and nerves, and the hemorrhage was considerable

though not ahrming—the thigh swelled immediately to double size from ex-

travasation of blood. I had him carried to town that night, fifteen miles.

This case according to all authority was one which demanded immediaie
amputation, and was exceedingly interesting in many particulars, but I shall

omit every thing but what relates to the supject before me.
I did not attempt to set the limb before the 11th of June (13th day) be-

cause I was afraid of sloughing in the track of the ball and that the motion
required in setting it might produce a rupture of the artery and fatal hemor-
rhage. There being wounds on the outside and inside of the thigh which
required constant attention, the ordinary apparatus was inapplicable, and
this fact as well as the situation of the fracture (being very high up) deter-

mined me to select the double inclined plane which 1 had never seen apphed.
The limb was accordingly dressed in the manner already described, on the

llthof June, thirteen days after the accident. From my notebook I take
the following extract which I think important.

"June i6ih. Patient has a great deal of pain in the wound, is very rest,

less and cannot be confined in any position which will prevent him from
twisting the pelvis to the opposite side and thus distorting the limb. The
bones form a salient angle externally and the lower fragment rides the upper
—the limb is shortened and the patient so restless thot 1 fear an artificial

joint. I have therefore ordered another double inclined plane for the sound
Umh, with the view of confining it and Keeping the pelvis square, hi

hopes by this means, of preventing the motion which produces the derange-
ment of the fragments."

2Sd. On the 18th the other double inchned plane was placed under the
sound limb exactly on a line with the other, and the two acting like wedges
under the nates, of course kept tlie two sides of the pelvis on the same level

—

they were fixed by pegs (as before stated) to a transverse board to guard
them agninst motion. No bandages, splints or any dressing was applied to

the sound limb except a pad for it to repose on. The foot of the broken
limb was well securd to the foot board, a compress laid over the pro-

projecting extremity of the lower fragment and a strap buckled over it so as

to draw this fragment inwards and counteract the angular derangement

—

(the other dressings as already described.) This arrangement succeeded
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even beyond my expectations—the limb is now straight and erf its natural
length."

In the early part of July the patient had a severe attack of intermittent

fever for about a week, for which he took quinine and the usual reme-
dies. On the 31st he was up walking about on crutches, and on the 18th
of August he left town m a stage coaci], perfectly well and without deformity.

During its progress this case was seen repeatedly by Dr. Wells and Dr.
Gibbes who will vouch for the principal facts stated.

This young gentleman was one of high respectability, but misfortune

seemed to have marked him for her own. He afterwards had the same thigh

again fractured by a fall, three or four inches below the original fracture,

and after recovering from this went on to Philadelphia (as a medical student)

where he died with an attack of fever.

Case IT. Fracture ofihe Thigh. In the month of October last (1837) a
young negro man belonging to Air. Alexander Pope of Mobile, fell through
a trap door in the second tioor of a warehouse, drawing along with him a
large box of goods, which fell upon bis thigh and fractured it in two places^

about four inches above the knee and also about four inches below the groin

—the middle fragment too, felt as if it was crushed into several pieces.

Dr. R. Lee Fearn and myself attended the patient together. We placed
the limb over the doubled inclined plane (as described)—bound the foot to

the foot board, and without any bandagiug, placed pads, and on the top of

these splints, on the outside, inside and anterior surface of the thigh—the thigh

straps were then buckled firmly across, and also the straps across the

]eg. He was the most unmanageable patient I ever saw and appeared to

be perfectly regardless of consequences. He would unbuckle the straps

and take off all the dressing—but the limb still remained on the inclined

planes and the foot, bound to the foot board in the upright position

—

he was unabled to move the Jimb, and extension and counter-exten-

sion were thus maintained in spite of liim. At the end of five or six

days, finding him so unmanageable, Dr. Fearn thought he could be confin-

ed better by Desault's apparatus ; and accordingly the limb was taken oft*

the inclined planes and Dr. Physick's modification of Desault apphed. The
next day we found every, bandage untied and the limb shortened—it was
again applied and again every thing was torn loose. We once more ap-

plied the double inclined plane which kept up extension and counter exten-

sion, although he would unbuckle the transverse straps when he pleased.

—

Under these circumstances, unfavorable as they were, the cage did well

—

the bones united and on the forty-second day the man was np walking on
crutches—about the termination of the third month he walked to our office

without crutches, and when stripped and standing before us, the eye could not

distinguish the fractured limb from the other—there was no shortening and
no deformity.

But one double inclined plane was used in this case : the second is very

rarely required.

Case 111. Fracture of the Leg. Mr. 1. C. D., a connection of mine, was
thrown from his horse during the last summer and fractured both bones of

the leg about two inches above the ankle—the malleolus internus was frac-

tured also. I applied the straight splints and other dresssings ordinarily em-
ployed, which were continued for a week. He complained so much of pain

in the knee and the point of fracture that I determined to put the limb on the

double inclined pbne, thinking that the more perfect support to the limb, and

the relaxation of the muscles might afford him relief. 1 first laid down on

the leg piece (the apparatus being first protected by a hair pad) the bandage

of Scultetus and then placed the limb upon it. I next applied wet binder's

boards on the outer and inner part of the leg from the knee to the sole of the
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foot—the strips were then drawn across—junks on each side and the leather

straps buckled firmly over the whole—the foot also was secured in an upright

position by being bound to the foot board. The relief from pain was imme-
diate and I heard no complaint afterwards—the cure marched steadily and

rapidly on.

In this case, junks next the skin and wooden splints or binder's boards

on the outside would have answered all the purposes oi binder's boards

and bandage of JScultetus.

Case IV. Fracture of (he Leg. This was a patient in the Mobile Hos-
pital under the charge of Dr. Kenwood, through whose politenee-s I was al.

lowed to apply the double inclined plane. All the circumstances connected

with this case (with the exception of the fracture being a few inches higher

up) resemble so closely case third, that I deem it unecessary to give a detailed

account of it. He was rendered much more comfortable by the iiiclined

plane and was speedily cured.

We shall be pleased to find Dr. Nott's modification of the

double inclined plane, prove adequate to ihe libeiation of the pa-

tient from the bed in cases of fracture of the lower extremities.

If it will effect this, and at the same time preserve good adjust-

ment, it must meet the desire of every practitioner of surgery ;

for the bed has become the chief source ol distress in these ca-

ses ; all other troubles, being met by the various modern im-

provements in surgery. We do not, however, see why it may
be expected to prove more serviceable than Amesbury's appa-
ratus, to which )t is, in its principles, very analagous.

We are of the opinion that the high price at which Amesbu-
ry's apparatus has been held, rather than its falling short of the

purposes for which it was designed, has been the cause of its

want of more general adoption. The apparatus of Dr. Nott can
be speedily constructed by any practitioner of tolerable mechan-
ical ingenuity, or may be procured of the mechanic, we presume,
for five or ten dollars. We treated, during the last summer, a

compound fracture of both bones of the leg, of an old man, with

double inclined planes of temporary construction, preserving ex-

tension with a moderate weight hung at the foot, whh very sa-

tisfactory results ; but we confined the patient to the lying posi-

tion for several weeks, before we allowed him to be up at all.

In the use of Amesbury's apparatus in recent, and indeed in all

cases, we have found such a tension of the dressing demanded,
in order to the prompt preservation of adjustment, which was
incompatible with the comfort of the patient, and which we have
thought more distressing than the irksomeness of lying, without
that tightness of the dressing. One case occurs to our recollec-

tion, wherein the muscular powers of the lower extremity were
destroyed for many months by the tension of the dressing which
the surgeon thought necessary to use. In this case, the whole
limb remained shrunk considerably below its natural size ; and
we doubt whether its powers and development have yet return-

ed, although the accident occurred some seven or eight years
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ago. We do not know what pressure was used, as the case
was not nncJcr our craie until alter the ap[)aratus was dispensed
witli. The practitioner who had the management of the case,

was, howevci', not witliout experience and judgment.

The following observations are from the pen of
Joseph Reynolds, of Gloucester, iVlass. VVe extract them from
the Boston JMedical and ISurgical Journal, of 27th March last:

I have been pleased to observe that you have several times, of late, called

the attention ot the faculty to the subject of scarlet lever. I hope you will

continue your cabs, until their attention shall be thoroughly aroused. I ad-

dress you at this time to make two or three inquiries ; and 1 do this for the

purpose of directing- attention to a point which 1 fear has not received suffi-

cient attention in this country. Several European writers have noticed

the combination to which my inquiries refer, but 1 am not aware that

lauch observation has been directed to it in this country.

Before propounding my inquiries, I wih remark that 1 have never observ-

ed those inconveniences resulting from the use of tartarized antimony, in

this disease, which have induced Professor Cross to condemn it in such de.

eided terms. On the other hand I have used it freely, and should my suc-

cess continue as groat as it has hitherto done, I shall certainly continue its

use. Seven yearsi ago 1 attended, in one autumn and wihter, seventy.six

cases, and only one of them terminated fatally. My treatment consisted

chiefly in the iree use of calomel, small doses ot ant. tart., with occasionally

emetics of the same, and opiates as they were required. Such small doses

of opium as are useful in allaying the irritation of the system, will be sufficient,

in most cases, to counteract the tendency of the antimony to run off by the

bowels. This fact seems to have been overlooked by the professor.

The inquiries which 1 wish to propose, are the following. Does-cynanche
maligna run into c. trachealis ? In other words, does the inflammation ex-

tend from the tonsils and fauces to the larynx, trachea, and even to the bron-

ehail tubes ? If it does, in what proportion of the fatal cases does the inflam-

mation thus extend ? Does c. maligna often prove fatal, in the acute stage,

without exhibiting decided symptoms of c. trachealis ] Does the tendency
of this extension of the inflammation depend upon any appreciable cir-

cumstance, as the state of the atmosphere, season of the year, local cau-
ses, &c. ! Jf it should be decided by observation that the inflammation
does frequently extend to the trachea and its branches, and especially that

this is true in a large proportion of the fatal cases, will this lead to my modi-
fication of the treatment of cynanche maligna J

Should these inquiries turn the attention of observers to this point, and
epecially should they lead those who have made observations relative to it,

to communicate them, my purpose will be answered.

In addition to the standing wants of the profession, on the sub-

jects of its cause, true pathology, and best treatment, Scarlatina

has again, in consequence of its epidemic prevalence and severi-

ty in several places, and the appearance of fatal sporadic cases

in others, become a subject of great interest. Much has been

recently published on the i^ubject, from the pens of Professors

Chapman and Cross ; from neither of whom, however, do we re-

ceive any thing of practical value in addition to the old stock of
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knowledoro. The cause, whether ri speeifie ronfnfrion, opornt-

ing according to the regular laws ofcontatxion. or accordinfif to

special laws of its own peculiar kind, or peculiarity of atmos-

pherical, or sol-lunar influence, or derived from some straneo

and rare peculiarity in the constitution of diet, is not vet fully

determined. Nor has the disease been satisfactorily described

bv writers whose observations have been circumscribed bv a

small geographical extent : consequently, owing to ihcse cir-

cumstances, little improvement has been made in the prophylac-

tic and therapeutic departments, calculated to aflxDrd uniformity

of success. The disease, therefore, remains a very formidable

scourge of humanity, and one, concerning which, much has yet

to be drawn from the secret recesses of nature. The truth is,

the disease differs materially with season, location, individual

constitution, intensity of cause, the mere general differences of

its character, in its epidemical appearances, at various times of

its prevalence as an epidemic, &:c. And with regard to preven-

tion and treatment, there never can be more than sheer empiri-

cism until its true causation and true pathology are better un-

derstood. We look with great hope and anxiety, to the revo-

lution now progressing in the profession for the banishment of

ultra " so7idis7n" for directing the enquiries of the medical mind,

more than heretofore of late years, to the condition of the JIuids,

and thereby diffusing more light on the subject.

Whatever may be the fact, relative to its contagious nature

elsewhere, we hesitate not, one instant, to assert the non-conta-

giousness of Scarlatina, in the circle of our observation. We
have all the evidence we can consider necessary, to place this

fact beyond even plausible controversy. Such as, its occur*

ence in a very large proportion of cases, without the least possi-

ble communication with previous cases—its non-appearance in

a like proportion under the circumstance of the most free com-
munication^its appearance in individual cases, at all periods,

from a few hours only, to weeks or months after communica-
tion, &c. And to these, we add that we verily believe that our
own case of this disease appeared but partially, at different, re-

mote periods, before the disease was completed ; for in iSll, we
suffered with many others in whom the disease appeared at that

time, the eruption only, and in its latter prevalence, a few years

ago, in the United States, we suffered the peculiar typhoid, con-

stitutional, and the quinzy distresses, which, taken together,

make up the general and complete characteristics of Scarlatina.

Excluding then as we do, explicitly, at least for our region, spe-

cific contagion as a cause, we have now only to look to atmos-
pherical and dietetic influences. Continuing our excluding plan

of etiological research, we find much reason to put dietetic infiu-

ence also koi's de combat : leaving atmospherical influence the
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only field for research. Whether this epidemical constitution of
ihc atmosphere be derived from some peculiarity of tempera-
ture, locality, uranic influence, &c., as pre-remote causes, we
do not pretend to determine on the present occasion ; but in

passing, we will remark, that a uniform sequence of events or

phenomena, amounts to a declaration of cause-and-effect rela-

tion : and we think that few unbiassed persons can look over the

facts which Noah Webster collected many years ago, relative

to the appearance of great and remarkable physical phenomena
of the universe, and the appc^arance of epidemics in different

parts of the earth ;* and brini^ to^iether like events which have
transpired since the time of his publication on this subject, with-

out observing!, at least, a remarkable uniformity in the sequences

of their phenomena.
But it is of little importance, in a practical point of view,

whence this pre-remote influence is derived, or what its nature

and name in the catalogue of things. The great questions are,

how does it primarily afl^ect the human system ? Whether
the solids or fluids, or both ? And is it of a nature susceptible of

neutralization in or out of the system, or of elimination after be-

ing introduced ?

We must look upon the morbid actions, which make up the

sum of the phenomena of Scarlatina, as the eflects of its cause,

receivedinto and retained within the system, in sufficient power
to develope such phenomena. It is no gratuity, but an axio-

matic truth, that, otherwise^ the cause, whatever it be, or from

whatever source, could not act at all. But peculiar morbid ac-

tion is produced : it is therefore, unavoidable to conclude, thai

the cause is introduced into, and retained within the system, in

sufficient power for the production of the morbid phenomena.
Now is it reasonable to expect, under such circumstances, tha

the best efforts for the correction of these actions, directly, and
these alone, without due regard to the abiding presence of the

cause, can be looked to for the final extermination of the disease?

or shall we expect, as we should in all other matters for the final

prevention or destruction of subsequent phenomena, to be oblig-

ed to remove, or render inert in its place, the cause ?

Abundant attention to the action produced, alone, has been the

rage during the reign of solidism, and banishment of humoral-

ism, which has strangely existed for the last twenty or thirty

years. This then has been fully brought to the touch-stone of

experience, and has, on fair observation, been found wanting

;

and consequently the cry for a remedy has never been louder

than at present. The success which has attended this practice,

appears to us to be about this : that the morbid kind andinequal-

*See Webster on P'^stilenr/-
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ities of action have been, in some instances, so Equalized and re-

gulated, as to prevent local destruction of* parts and functions,

until the constitutional energies of the system have restored the

secretions which have finally effected the elimination of the

cause, and the patients have recovered. So al^o, very light

cases have occurred, which, not having power to destroy or-

gans, or derange functions to any considerable extent, have re-

covered without remedy. As to this practice, then, we say, it

is insufficient, and therefore unsatisfactory. This excludes all

the inquiries, except those rel'ative to the elimination, or intra-

correction of the cause. We are then, on finding that the cause

is introduced into and retained in the system, brought to the ne-

cessity of determining its location, and its chemical nature.

Just in proportion as the false glare of an exclusive nervous

pathology passes from our eyes, will be the ratio of increase of

oui: perception of the physical cause of the morbid phenomena
being in the circulating fluids. Ifhere abiding, we have all the

knowledge and control ofit, which we have of fever, and we are

brought to look to the secreting and excreting functions for its

eradication. So far then as the emunctories can be brought to

act on this cause, by medicinal powers, &c. which are at our

command, will the disease be found under our control ; whilst

insuperable organic lesion or destruction of parts or powers,

must be looked to, in many instances, as having transcended the

extent of our remedial means ; and this is the end of professional

purpose in the case.

But in this view, we would not exclude the attention from the

due consideration and employment of those means which are ra-

tionally calculated to act on the solids. The state of general

excitement or local mischief, need at the same time, when these

effects are set up in such a degree as to exist independently,

their peculiar and appropriate corrections. The only remain-

ing enquiries are—What is the chemical nature of this cause,

if indeed it have a chemical nature? And what would be its

incompatibles, whereby we might expect to neutralize its ener-

gies ? This, if ever, will be determined by careful observation

of the phenomena resulting, and a posteriori reasoning.

We consider the great error in the treatment of this disease,

has been in the exclusive and immediate treatment of the morbid
actions of the system, to the neglect of the causes of those ac-

tions. But we have greatly transcended the limits we assigned

ourself, when we took up the pen, and shall here leave the sub-

ject for the consideration of other and 'more able minds.

Id
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Prophylactic and Curative Pov)ers of Tobacco. On this sub-

ject, wc extract entire, in the lirst place, the following article

from the editorial head of the Boston Medical and Surgicaf
Journal, for March last

:

Impaired voice, in Clergymen. Within less than twenty years a new
thsease has been developed in thjs country, which is almost exclusively con-
fined to parish ministers. It is a loss of tone in the vocal organs, attend-

ed by a sense of fatigue in the muscular apparatus of the throat, and accom-
panied by a peculiar dryness and rigidity, apparantly, of the lining mem-
brane of the larynx. All these finally incapaciate very many excellent men
from discharging their pastoral duties. A multitude of divines are actually

more or less affected with this malady of the throat, at this moment, and
very many have been absolutelyly obliged to ask dimission from their peo-

ple, in consequence of a total inability to read their discourses in public, or

conduct the ordinary services at the desk. Many have placed themselves un-
der medical care, with an ex])ectatiorr that rest, together with the admin-
istration of a gentle course of tonic remedies, would eventually overcome the

difficulty, and enable the vocal cords to vibrate with their original energy.

—

In other words, the sufferer has generally supposed that the original sono-

rous intensity and power of articulation, which by some unexplained com-
bination of causes has been partially destroyed, might be restored by the op-

eration of external or internal applications. But the success in treatment
has by no means answered the expectations of those who prescribe, or those

who take the intended remedies. The disease, instead of diminishing,

though neither infectious or contagious, increases in a ratio corresponding

with the multiphcation of the clergy. What can be the cause 1 Let it be
premised that the clergy of olden times, both in and out of New England,

performed quite as much clerical service as those of modern times—and
yet their vocal organs were the last to fail.

A few evenings since, in the course of conversation with Dr. Mauran, a
distinguished physician of Providence, R. I., this topic was under discussion,

and he remarked that he could not ascertain, either in his own circle of

acquaintance, or by inquiry among professional gentlemen residing in dif-

ferent sections of the country," that those clergymen who use tobacco, had
ever suffered from the ??iims^er'5 rr/i, with one single exception. The in-

ference,
, therefore, was,that smoking or chewing kept up a secretion in

the neighborhood of the glottis, favorable to the good condition and heal-

thy action ofthe vocal box.

Since the great temperance reformation commenced, tobacco has beeii

anathematized, and it is now extremely rare to find any of the new comers
into the ministry, who would tolerate tobacco ; and all who are distinguish-

ed for their devotion to the great moral revolution which is going on, aban-

doned tobacco, if they had ever been addicted to its use. Now it is almost

susceptible of positive demonstration that the clergy of olden times smoked
and chewed very universally. The la"wyers speak hours together, and when
leisure permits, many of then smoke ; and, as a general rule, the leading ad-

vocates are very great smokers—and yet, who ever lieard of a lawyer who
Jbad lost his voice ?

It may appear behind the present age of reformation to ad-

vocate, at this time, the u§e of an article, so contrary to good'

manners—one supposed to be so foreign from the catalogue of

our necessaries for life—and one on which the prevailing spirit

of reformation has seized with the hand of extermination. But

wc use opium in the service of humanity—an article which, for
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the correction of its abuses, calls into requisition a nation's pow-
er. And we would use alcohol itself, in any of its formulae,

from the distilled to the merely fermented—than which there is

no article on which we look with more perfect hatred—nay, des-

pise with a vengeance which would make us, if possible, thrust

into Lethe's dark, sinking, hellish torrent, the last formula) for

its preparation, and know that the world would be greatly im-

proved by suffering its privation for the prevention of its injuries

—this article, we say, we would use for the saving of life, when
other things would not do it. In like manner, we feel it a duty
to advocate the use of tobacco, both as prophylactic and cura-

tive in certain cases. We are pleased to see the intimations

given by the editor of the Boston Journal, Jiot only on account
of the fact that they may lead to truQ etiology, without the

knowledge of which, neither prophylasis nor cure may be ex-

pected with any degree of uniformity.

We acknowledge that the suggestions relative to the prophy-
lactic virtues of tobacco, in regard to the cases alluded to, are

new to us ; for we have been in the habit of looking to the chill-

ing walls at the back of pulpits, against which clergymen often

rest the upper part of the back, immediately after the exercise

of preaching, as a cause of this disease. But as the '• minister's

ail,'' as it is called, is but of very limited extent in the South, we
have had but little observation in such cases. We have, how-
ever, had some observation on the effects of the abandonment of

the habitual use of tobacco, in causing a cessation of an habitual

secretion from the mouth, and thereby greatly impairing the per-

fection of guttural articulation, and in the production of coughs
incurable by ordinary means : as well as the curative powers it

exercises on resuming its use.

We had once the care of a case, in which the free chewing
of tobacco was, with a view to the reformation of a bad habit,

abandoned. In a short time the voice of the patient was sen-

sibly impaired, both of its ease in exercise, and its fine perfec-

tion of sound. As the case progressed, a cough, increasingly

troublesome and obstinate, made its appearance, which soon
became most violent and convulsive. Many ordinary remedies
were used, for the first six months, without the least beneficial

result. At the end of this period, our attention was directed to

the case, and no ground was left unoccupied which had been
hitherto found beneficial in the treatment of coughs in such a
state of the general system. A consultation was held, but all to

no good purpose, and the patient succombed before the expiration

of twelve montlis.

Not long after this observation, we became perfectly familiar

with another else of impairment of voice, and subsequent cough,
which progressed by the same gradations as that just described.
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from the first of Jauuary, the time at which the chewing of to-

bacco was suddenly abandoned, until the first of July. Obser-

vations on this case, proved it to be very peculiarly like the fatal

case just given. We had observed closely the progress of this

ditliculty from the time the tobacco was discontinued. At the

cndot six months the cough was quite as far advanced as in the

former case ; not allowing the patient twenty minutes sleep at

any one time, and attended by a remarkable impairment of the

vocal powers, and those of deglutition. This patient resumed
the free use of tobacco, by chewing ; but in order to avoid as

far as possible, the injurious stimulating and narcotic effects, the

very weakest was selected, instead of that strong tobacco which
is sold at the highest prices. By the Christmas following, the

soreness of the thorax and the cough, were nieasurably but not

entirely subdued ; the voice and deglutition both improved, but

were not perfectly corrected. It is now some eight or nine

years since this case occurred, and there is still a tendency to

frequent but not severe cough, and there is still an evident defi-

ciency of the power of propelling downwards from the upper
part of the pharynx, so that all things pass on without further

effort for deglutition.

We could give numerous cases in which, with the strongest

marked predisposition to phthisis pulmonalis, persons have, un-

der the free use of tobacco, contrary to all reasonable expecta-

tion, grown old, in perfect exemption from its ravages.

We will only further remark at present, that the impairment

of voice amongst clergymen, is of very rare occurrence in this

section, whilst the practice of using tobacco, either in chewing
or smoking, and most commonly the former, is almost univer-

sal. We have at present. in mind, one clergyman, remarkable

for the length oftime, and the quantity of his labor in the ministry

for the time, in addition to the labors of school teaching, through

a long life, who is never awake, we believe, without having a

remarkable quantity of tobacco in his mouth, except when eat-

ing ; nor is he less remarkable for the quantity of saliva which

he accumulates almost imm.ediately around him. This man has

out-lived the youth of his youngest children ; he came, early in

life, to the ministry, and the wife of his youth died at the age of

sixty, some ten or twelve years since. No man of his age re-

tains the voice of his early life, in greater perfection. He is yet

as pleasant in the pulpit as ever, and modulates his voice with

great pleasure to the softest melodies of his old recollection, in

which he m'catlv deli^^hts.

We hope observations will be made by practitioners on this

"subject, and promptly reported to the profession.
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On the immoveable Fracture-bandage. By Dr. Fhioke.—Dr. Fricko has
given reports of sixteen cases of fracture successfully treated by means of

JSeutin's starch-bandage. He applies it by first rolling the limb with a com-
mon broad bandage, over which a layer of starch is phi'ced^ On this, two
pasteboard splints, the length and shape of the fractured limb, and near-

ly cncirlingit, are appUod wet ; then a layer of starch, and over this a roller,

after each turn of whicii the starch is applied ; the whole being covered
with paper, to prevent its sticking. Fricke has usually found the applica-

tion of this bandage successful.

The following are some of the advantages attending the use of this ban-

dage :—1. The materials are readily procurable. 2. The apparatus lies

close to the inequalities of the extremity, o. Any part of it can be renevved

without disturbing the other parts. 4, It is light, and does not prevent the

use of the extremity. 5. The limb is so firmly supported, that in two days

the patient can leave his bed and walk about.

If the lower limb belractured, it should be supported by means of a sling

round the neck. In applying this bandage, Fricke recommends the sur-

geon to wait for the subsidence of swelling and inflammation. He does not

think, with Seutin and Velpeau, that the patient might even undertake a
journey immediately after the injury when the bandage is dry.

—

lb. from
Hamburg Zeitschriji f. d. g. Med. April, 1838.

We feel unwilling to allow some of the late improvements in

surgery, for improvements we do consider them, to pass on with
their high and unlimited clamis, to the full, unsuspecting em-
brace of the profession, without throwing out a beacon to guard
hidden cliffs which lie in the course ofthis fair sailing. It is true

that " all is well, that ends well" ; but extremes are dangerous,

and in the moment of bright prosperity, when the delights of

success absorb all thought and feeling, there is, we conceive,

great propriety in calling out for circumspection—a close look-

ing to all the apparatus and the circumstances—the causes and
effects, in successive train, their physical powers, proportions,

&c. &c. We allude particularly to the improvements in the

treatment of fractures by immovable dressing, the double inclin-

ed plane, and Amesbury's apparatus. These are all thrown
before us with the charms of steam-power expedition. Every
pleasure has its alloy, and if it appear v/ithout it, w^e should do
well to inspect well the ground over which the march of intel-

lect is progressing. This is necessary to give safety to that

march. A thousand schemes in life are admirable—they would
amount to the heart's perfect content, but for the ifs which arc

to be guarded against or sufiered m the way. These alloy the

charm of steam-travelling; and but for these, the balloon would
afford us more expedition, and combine more of the charm of
novelty, and the beauty of prospect, sublimity of li^ht, velocity,

&c. and all this, by the bare touch of the finger of science—no
matter how hard the wind should blow, ?f it were not a tornado—7fit would drive to the desired goal, and land safely—?/no ex-

plosion, or combustion, or other disaster, should octuir in the

atrial voynge. Tliese, however, are amply met by the para-
rhufe. //'it will with certainty so operate as' to arrest the rapid-
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Jy acc(;lora1m,^ pro_f]:ross downward, &lc. Wc should, there-

juro, look well to all tlic c]rcuin;.-tanccs and possibilities, an(i

take care lestVve risk out of proportion to the premium. In the

use of the apparatus to which we aliade, we are promised rath-

er more than most patients are wilhngto accept— far more than
ihey should reasonably expect. The bone of the thigh, or those

of the leg, or all of them are broken—perhaps comminuted or
complicated with external wound. The limb is dressed with
the immovable bandage, or the double inclined plane, or the

older apparatr.s of Amesbury, which is nothing more nor less

than a double inclined plane, fixed for travelling, and the patient

may go about his ordinary business on his crutches, or go on
a journey in the mail coach.

Now it is not our purpose to say one w^ord which should les-

sen the true value of these improvements, to suffering humani-
ty, or the convenience of the practitioner, or the honor of the

several inventors and improvers of them ; but rather to call at-

tention to some dangers which lie in the way to success, which
should be duly guarded against, in order tha,t safety, and the

best success consistent therewith may be had. The mere con-

venience, or even the comfort of the patient, does not justify

much, if any risk of fatal accident, rather than to suffer some
inconvenience and discomfort, for securing absolute safety.

There are two important accidents which we have had occa-

sion to observe, and which lie in the way of the use of the im-

movable bandage, and the double inclined plane, and Amesbu-
ry's dressing

—

1st. The dan<jer of a fixed de^rrce of tension of the dressins^,

which is to remain unaltered. No one can determine absolute-

ly the extent of swelling which may occur in the wound. It

depends on circumstances which cannot always be foreknown

or regulated, notwithstanding the prudent caution of Fricke.
" to wait for the subsidenqe or swelling and inflammation."

Nor is this caution, (though one of prudence relative to the use of

the immovable bandages,) founded on sound reasoning. What
we ask, is the cause of the swelling and inflammation, and of

their perpetuation, but the wound itself, with all the causes of

irritation which its nature and condition afford ; and amongst

the greatest, at least of the perpetuation of their effects, the irri-

tat,ion afforded by the unadjusted extremities of the fragments

ofbone, and their mavements against the irritable parts with

which they are in. contact ? Is it then reasonable to await the

subsidence of these capital, dangerous effects, before the dress-

ing, which is to remove and perpetually prevent the cause of

their perpetuation, and all this, in order to apply a dressing

wliich will afford the patient exemption from" the irksomeness of

the surgeon's bed? Certainly, the drcs^ns: is necessary as early
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if-

•as possible, for v/ithho!diiig the irritatiiii; causes, which. must per-

petuate swelling, pain and inflaniination, very .injuriously, it" al-

lowed to remain. It is true, that good apposition of bones for

several days, ditfering with the age of the patient, is suiTicient

lor all the purpose of the union of the fragments alone, but this

•convenience, as it may be considered, and really is, should be

used properly^—not as a dispensation to leave the bony frag-

iments in situations calculated to exert one atom ofinjury on the:

iidjoining soft parts, which the good adjustment would prevent,

but only to allbrd us the consolation of knowing, that the little

•accidents, calculated to displace for a moment the Iragments, in

the early days of confinement, do not amount.to a re-fracture of

the part, as union had not commenced : and the only injury in

such cases is the irritation which the momentary displacement

is calculated to afford. How important tlicn it is, that the bones

be adjusted as early as possible, and retained so ! That appa-

ratus then, which will best answer these purposes at first, is

best at first. The question then a arises, is it prudent, at a
subsequent time, when, under these proper circumstances, the

swelling and inflammation shall have been reduced, to re-

move the first dressing, which has proved its efficacy by its ef-

fects in preventing displacement, and irritation, for the purpose
of applying one calculated to afibrd the patient the comfort of

leaving his bed two or three weeks earlier than he otherwise'

w^ould ?—a liberty, the propriety ofwhich, we doubt under any
circumstances, on account of the accidents to which it subjects

him. The change itself, just at such a time, when the union-

is beginning, or begun, affords a material danger of retarding

the cure.

But w^ith the temptations this dressing throws before the com-
mon practitioner, however difierent the case mioht be in the

hands of Suitin, Fricke, and Velpeau, th^re is this danger to be

apprehended—a danger which w^ould certainly sometimes oc-

cur ; that however prudently the immovable dressing is at first

adjusted, a little swelling, beyond what can be safely borne, will

aiford a new cause of obstruction, irritation, inflammation, and
sphacelus, unless the dressing is removed, and the absorbents

and other vessels of the part liberated. We have had the mor-
tification of being obliged to amputate the arm of an interesting

young girl, of eleven years of age, near the shoulder, in conse-

quence of a bandage, applied with moderate tension, for fracture

of both bones of the fore-arm, near the wrist. This dressing

was applied by a surgeon of excellent tact, and ordered to re-

main, as he left it, for a certain number of days. The girl was
of thin habit and phlegmatic tem})erament ; nor was there much
prospectof swelling in the i)art. The reigns of Bacchus, how-
ever, guided the surgeon in another direction, and the siren song
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of this, iiis God, led him to forget his patient, until, by the swell-

\n^ which occurred, the circulation became completely obstruct-

cd, and mortiilcation to the upper extremity of the bandage
ensued.

2nd. The donble inclined plane, with the modifications of

Amesbury and Nott, for the purpose of enabling the patient to

enjoy relief from tlic bed at an early period, are exempt from
the danger just referred to, as attending the immovable ban-
dage. The tension of this dressing can be altered at pleasure,

so as to be easily applied, and subsequently, to be safely regu-
lated according to the necessities of the part. The only dangers
of these different apparatus, are trivial and avoidable':

1st. These require, for ordinary preservation of adjustment
alone, more pressure on the limb than some others.

2nd. That tension of the dressing necessary to retain adjust-

ment under the various movements of the body, the liberty of

which it is their great purpose to secure to the patient, is calcu-

lated to injure, more or less permanently, the subsequent use of
the limb. Surely this would not be the case with surgeons of

habitual experience, and who are in the habit ofobserving closely,

and reasoning well on theirobservations. But how few, alas, do
these things! When we set forth an improvement of this kind,

it is for all who may need its use ;' and should be accompanied
by a knowledge of its dangers. Most surgeons, like most other

people, go, to the letter, according to the instructions given in

the book, neither adding to, nor " extenuating aught"; nor do
they think once of the inherent independence which intellect i^

calculated to confer on man. Such will blunder and do mis-

chief, if not guarded and dictated to at every step. We are,

therefore, of thc' opinion, that even under the use of these appa-
ratus, the tension should not be such as to enable the patient to

leave his bed, except perhaps, in those cases v/herein union has

been, by any means, prevented for a long time, and the chronic

case is so protracted as to have lost the irritability of a recent

wound. They are, doubtless, the best apparatus known for the

correction of an artificial joint.

Without any pride in the matter, as we honestly believe; for

as the original discovery was not our own, we are still decided-

ly inclined to the use of the treatment of fractures oftheosfemo-
ris, which we had the pleasure of recommending to the public on
a former occasion,*' by weight and fulcrum. The only distress

or hazard attending this apparatus, is the absolute confinement

to the bed for three or four weeks. There is no distress or dan-

ger whatever from the dressing.

We continue to be uniformly ]jloased with its efiects, and trusi

that, for the good of humanity, it will not be lost sight of by the

profession, witfiout fair trial. _^
' ''See SouthonrModical and {Surgical Jourual, vul. 1, page 261.
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Treatment of Carcinoma of the Mamma.—We commend to the attention

of our readers the following remarks on the treatment of carcinoma of the

mamma, by John Macfarlane, M. D., the distinguished senior surgeon of

the Giascow Royal Infirmary. His estimate of the value of escharotics and
compression appears to us to be entirely just ; and, tliough many surgeons

of high authority repose great confidence in extirpation early resorted to, we
fear that a careful examination of the results of the operation will show
that there are too good grounds for the distrust in its iitillity expressed by
Dr. Macfarlane. It is certain that, in a large majority of cases in which
this measure has been restorted to, the cure has not been permanent ; and
also that, in a large majority of cases in which the disease did not recur

after the use of the knife, the tumour removed was not genuine cancer.

—

The facts adduced, therefore, by Dr. Macfarlane of the unsuccess of extirpa-

tion should be fairly weighed, and carefully compared with ihe resuhs ob-

tained by others, for it is only by a comparison of a large number of well

observed cases that the proper estimate of the value of extirpation for

the cure of cancer can be ascertained.
" In regard to the treatment ofcarcinoma of the mamma, I shall consider,"

says Dr. Macfarlane, "shortly, the three different surgical methods at pre-

sent in use, for the purpose of attempting to estimate their value, and of

ascertaining how far they have proved successful in eradicating or palliating

the disease.

"1. By Escharotics.—This mode ol treatment has been long known, and
its history has been diversified by the employment of a great variety of caus-
stic remedies. Among the proesfsion it has in a great measure fallen into

disuse, having been found very painful and uncertain ; but it has been, and
continues to be, extensively employed by empirics. Within the last four

or five years, however, the attention of the profession, both in this country
and in France, has been again directed to this mode of treatment ; and at-

tempts have been made to convince us that it is less painful and more cer-

tain in eradicating the disease than extirpation.

••Drs. Canquoin and Riofrey have published memoirs showing the great
advantage obtained from, and the numerous cures effected by, the use of the
chloride of zinc, when employed in the form of paste. In illustration of its

efficacy, they relate cases in which the whole mamma, and all the tissues be-

tween the breast and the arm-pit, with the diseased glands in the axilla,

were destroyed, exposing the muscles and laying bare the blood-vessels, not
only with impunity but with success. After a careful examination of the

histories and progress of several of these cases, I am not prepared to view
them as having been all decidedly cancerous ; and in some of the others,

where the mahgnant nature of the disease is less equivocal, I doubt much if

the apparent cures proved permanent. From what I have experienced,

and I shall afterwards mention, of the great want of success in removing the
disease by the knife, when the diseased parts are more immediately under
observation, and can be followed out and more certainly extirpated, I am sa-

tisfied that, in other hands, the sanguine anticipations of the advocates of tliis

new caustic treatment will not be realized.

" During my late attendance at the Infirmary, and since that time in pri-

vate practice, I have employed this paste in four cases of scirrhous mamma;
in two cases where the disease had returned after ablation, and in several
cases of cancer of the lip, and in cutaneous cancer of old people. In the lat-

ter affections, which are almost uniformly local, I have succeeded ; but not
in the former. On the contrary, although I have destroyed large portions

of the mamma, and obtained for a time firm and healthy looking granulations,

yet nf.-w tumors uniformly sprung up in the old site or its vicinity, and the
general progress of the disease was always accelerated. The application,

which had to be frequently repeated, produced great pain, and was not with-
out its injurious effects on the constitution. In two of the cases, in which

5e
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the mammary tumors were large, the febrile excitement was excessive, of

more than two week's duration, and complicated with a violent g-astro-entc-

rite, which 1 attributed to the action of the medicine ; and in patients of a can-
cerous diathesis this constitutional excitement unquestionably hastened the
progress of the internal disease.

'2 By Compression.—This method of treatment has also had its periods

of popularity and neglect. Young, in this country, and Recamier in France,
have been its most powerful advocates. The former commenced this prac-

tice in 1809, and employed, for the attainment of his object, adhesive straps,

sheet lead, tin plates, compress, and bandages. He gives a few successful

cases where the mamma only was affected, and also in which there were
diseased glands in the axilla ; and he alludes to others in which the practice

was unsuccessful.*
" Recamier, as one of the physicians of the Hutel-Dieu, of Paris, has on-

joyed ample opportunities of witnessing this disease, and testing the efficacy

of continued, and methodical pressure, which he employes by means of com-
presses of agaric, bandages, fccf Of 100 patients treated by him, 30
were completely cured by compression alone (but he does not state in how-
many of these the disease was seated in the rnamma ;) 21 were benefit-

ted by it ; 15 submitted to ablation, after compression had failed ; 6 were
cured by compression and cauterization combined ; and the remaining 28
were either incurable, or not benefitted by any of the means employed. | On
the other hand, this practice has been fairly tried by others, but without suc-

cess. Jn the year 1816, Sir Charles Bell had recourse to it in 16 cases of occult

and open cancer, in the Middlesex Hospital, without any apparent benefit.^

My own experience of it has not been great. I have tried it, however, in

several cases, and seen it practised by others, but without any decided ad-

vantage. It appeared to render the tumour harder and more compact, cau-

sing absorption, not of the diseased structure, but of the instertitial fluids,

and surrounding adipose substance. It is, besides, a tedious and irksome
process, to which iew would vviUingly submit, if the slight chances of the

benefit were explained to them. Were it, however, to prove as succesful

in the hands of others as it appears to have done in those of Recamier, it

would certainly be a milder and more efficient plan than any of the others

we employ. The good effects of steady and well-regulated pressure in dis-

persing indolent swelling have been well known to the profession. When
these indurations are chronic, and not of a specific character, the advantages
of compression in promoting absorption and suppressing arterial action are

undoubted ; but I cannot bring myself to beheve that in genuine cancer of

trie mamma this practice will be entitled to the commendation it now re-

ceives. In an immense majorit}^ if not in every case, scirrhoma of the

breast is of constitutional origin, and therefore not capable of being perma-

* Cases of Cancer, &c., London, 1816.

f In estimating Recamier's success, it may be well to recollect, that the

French physicians and surgeons are accustomed to apply the term scir-

rhus to every hard and indolent tumour, whetJier malignant or not, many of

which would yield to proper local treatment. Were the disease to be en-

tirely and permanently removed by compression, I would feel satisfied that

it was not malignant, for I cannot believe that pressure, however carefully

and metho(iically applied, can possibly subdue the specific action of the dis-

ease.

X Rccherchcs sur Ic Traitement dc Cancer, torn. i. p. 550.

) Surgical Observationr^, vol. i.
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nently eradicated by local means. Besides, it is not possible, even should we
succeed in dispersuifr by compression a carcinomatous tumour of the breast,

that we' shall, instead of insuring the patient's recovery, accelerate iier fate.

The S})ecihc and mahgnant matter of cancer must be carried into the circu-

lation by the absorbents, so that we are only exchangin!j an external for an
internal disease.

"3. By Extirpation.—This has long constituted our chief plan of treat-

ment, and continues to be employed both as a means of cure and as a pal-

liative.

" In a curative point of view, the operation of ablation of the mamma con.
tinues to be extensively practised ; and of all local means we possess, it

certamly holds out the best hopes of a permanent cure. If undertaken at

an early period, when the constitution is but httle impaired, and the counten-
ance is unchanged—when the tumour is small, isolated, and indolent, and
the axillary glands are sound, we are told that it seldom fails in eradicating

the disease, provided all the morbid structure be removed. I admit, so far

as the external disease is concerned, that its return to the same locality is

often to be attributed to an imperfect operation, too much of the integuments

or surrounding soft parts being left behind ; but, at the same time, I have ne-

ver, seen a case, even bf the most favourable description, in which the dis-

ease did not return, although every precaution was adopted to render the

operation suc.essful. We generally find that the disease is more exten-
sive than we anticipated, and that, although we go far beyond its appa-
rent boundaries, we seldom, if ever, succeed in preventing its reproduction.

There may be points of disease in the absorbents, lymphatic glands, or sur-

rounding adipose substance, so minute as to elude detection, or, as happened
to Professor Camper and Sir A. Cooper, the absorbent vessels may carry the

disease from the mamma to the glands under the sternum, where it could

be neither discovered nor reached.
" The peculiar state of the system upon which the disease seems to de-

pend, presents another and still more serious obstacle to the success of our
operations. There are, unfortunately, too many cases on record, and of

daily occurence in practice, in which scirrhoma of the mamma is shown to

be, in its origin, not local. All the cases I have detailed point out the co-ex-

istence of mammary and internal scirrhus, or the rapid and fatal superven-
tion of the latter form of the disease, i have frequently seen cancer of both

breasts and of the uterus and breast, occur at the same time, and oftener

still, the external cancer is complicated with disease of the lungs, liver,

&c., in which organs its progress may be so obscure and insidious that we
cannot fix its locality, or assign to it precise limits. We are therefore not
authorised in promising success, even from the earliest ablation of the mam-
ma, since we cannot assure ourselves or our patients that the tumour we
extirpate is the only part that has undergone this morbid change.

" But the best of all tests for determining the efficacy of this operation is

its success. It has been adopted for so long a period, and so generally, that

were medical men to acknowledge candidly, and record faithfully, the results

of their observation, v/e could have no difficulty in estimating the chances
of u'timate success. Unfortunately, diversity of opinion prevails as to its

advantages ; and whilst a considerable number of the profession acknowledge
the liability of the disease to return, they are not less decided in reccmmend-
iug and performing the operation*

' Mr. Hill, of Dumfries, who published, in 1772, on the results of operations

in this disease, seems, at first sight, to have met with greater and more per-

manent success than has fallen to the lot of any surgeon before or since his

time. He operated upon 88 cases of all descriptions, and only one in seven
of these had a return of the disease. But, on examining the details more min-
utely, we find that in five of the cases only was the mamma extirpated

; that
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in two of these the wound did not heal ; in another, the disease returned ;

and the remaininur two continued well at the date of publication.

a

" Sir E. Home has asserted that this disease is of local origin, and that it

is capable of being safely and effectually extirpated.6 Richerand, whde
he acknowledges tliat the disease returns in about four cases out of five,

either in the original situation or in some distant part, states at the same
time that the proportion of permanent cures is such as to justify the opera-
tion.*

" Sir A. Cooper states, 'that a large proportion of cases return ; but few-
er than formerly, if the patient, immediately after recovering from the oper-

ration, undergoes an alterative course of medicine'f This implies that there

is something wrong in the constitution, and that by rectifying this morbid
condition, the return of the local disease is often prevented. It is acknow-
ledging in fact, though not in direct terms, the constitutional origin of cancer
of the mamma, and at the same time assigning to constitutional treatment
more efficacy than I have ever seen result from it. I acknowledge the util-

ity, in such cases, of attending to the uterine and alimentary functions ; and
1 believe that ifwe shall ever succeed in controlling this formidable disease,

it will be by acting on the general system ; but as yet we certainly do not

possess any constitutional means of either warding it offer preventing its re-

currence. Mr. S. Cooper states, 'that modern experience has given ample
encouragement to the early performance of an operation, and even to ma-
king an attempt to cut away the disease, in every instance, both of the oc-

cult and ulcerated kind, when such a measure can be so executed as not to

leave a particle of the cancerous mischief behind.
'J

"Professor Syme has met with 'repeated instances in which, though other

circumstances were by no means favourable, the tuberculated kind of carci-

noma was extirpated with the happiest result.'}

"Mr. Travers states, that 'the poison of cancer does not act upon the sys-

tem during the integrity of the tubercles, since persons generally recover,

and finally, in whom the disease is freely removed m this early stage. On
the contrary, if the tubercle be softened, and undergoing ulceration or absorp-

tion, the disease recurs, however freely the parts be removed. '|| It does

not accord with my experience, as I have already stated, that free operations

in the early stage "of the disease are generally followed by absolute, recove-

ry ; nor can I subscribe to the opinion, that the system does not become con-

taminated until softening or ulceration of the tubercle occurs. I admit that

absorption goes on more rapidly during the soft or ulcerated stage, but at the

same time I have seen many cases in which the disease has been conveyed

to the axillary and the subclavicular glands, and into the system, while the

primary disease of the breast retained its original hardnesss and density.

"The utility ofthe operation has also been denied by many high authori-

ties, both of ancient and modern times. Hippocrates,^ Celsus,** Galen,

and others of the older writers, are decidedly opposed to it. Dr. Alexander

Monro had the candour to announce his great want ofsucceess, which seenjs

a Cases in Surgery.

h Observations on Cancer. London 1S05.

* Nosographie Chirurgicale, 3e. edit., tom. iv., p. 424.

t Lectures, by Tyrrell, vol. ii., p. 198.

\ Surgical Dictionar}', article "Cancer."

^ Principles of Surgery, p. J^92.

II Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. xv., p. 22^y.

^ Aphor. xxxviii.. Sect vi.

**. De re Medica, Lib. V., cap. xxviii.
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to have di^icouraofed, for a long- time, many surgeons from having recourse
to it. He only met with four cases out of sixty, in which the disease did not

return within two years after the operation. |f In ll'O cases operated upon by
Boyer,+| where the disease was seated in the hreast or other parts of t lie bo-

dy, not more than four or five were radically cured, in consequence of which
he declares, and tiie same opinion seems to have been entertained by sever-

al eminent French surgeons of his day, that an operation ought never to be
undertaken when the disease had been ascertained to be genuine cancer.

Delpech also acknowledges that the operation is rarely if ever successfu],(r)

and the same opinion is entertained by a number of other authorities whom
I need not mention. Believing tliat amid such discordant opinions we can
only arrive at a just and satisfactory conclusion by an appeal to facts, and an
accumulation of individual experience, I feel myself bound to contribute the

results of my limited observations towards the fulfilment of so desirable an
object. The momentous question must be finally settled by the combined
experience of the profession, and not by a reference to the records of our
hospitals and infirmaries, where we find the cases dismissed as cured as soon
as the operation wound has healed.

" Of thirty-tw^o cases operated upon by myself, in which the carcinoma-
tous nature of the disease was distinctly ascertained, the cure was not per-

manent in a single instance. The ages of these patients varied from 42 to

59 years ; 23 were married and had children, and nine were unmarried. In
eighteen cases the right breast was the seat of the disease ; and in four-

teen, the left. In twenty, the glands in the axilla were more or less affected,

but not extensively ; they were all removed, and in the remaining twelve
no disease in the axilla could be detected. In ten the disease was in the
form of tubercle; and in twenty-two the whole gland was affected. In
nine cases the disease returned in the integuments of the chest, or in the
axilla, within a period varying from six weeks to^three month after the oper-

ation ; in thirteen cases, from three to nine months ; in four, from nine to

twelve months; in three, within two years ; and in one, nearly three years
elapsed before its return was discovered. Two of the operations proved
fatal; one from pleurisy, and the other from erysipelas. In many of these
cases, symptoms of pulmonary and hepatic affections w-ere well marked, and
seemed to have occasioned death ; in others the symptoms were too obscure
to lead to accurate diagnosis. The lungs appeared to be most frequently

implicated, but the proportion cannot be accurately stated, as in several of

the cases no post-mortem examination could be obtained.
" Besides these cases which have occurred to myself, I have, on inquiry

of a few of my medical friends, who have had opportunities of witnessing

this disease, ascertained ihe results (if 86 additional cases, in which the mam-
ma was extirpated for well-marked carcinoma, and in not one of these was
the cure permanent. Without going into details, I may shortly state, that

in a majority the operations was performed at an early period, and under
the most favourable circumstances ; the affected parts were freely and exten-

sively removed, and in many there was no distinct indication of constitution-

al deterioration
;
yet in all,'the disease returned, both externally, and inter-

nally, and proved fatal. It was also observed, that in robust women of a
sanguineous temperament, the reappearance of the disease after the opera-

tion, and its subsequent progress, were more rapid than in those of a ner-

vous or lymphatic temperament, and that the internal organs were sooner af-

fected.

tt- Edinburgh Medical Essays, 3d edition, vol. v., p. 346.

II Traite dcs Maladies Chirurgicales, tome vii., pp. 240, 241.

55 Sur los Maladies Chirurgicales, tome iii.

%
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"It sometimoR happens, especially when the disease occurs in very old

person?, that it may iviiiain Jor inaiiy yciirs in a quiescent state, without
much pain or tendency to s^horten life. The anxiety of mind arising from a

knowledge of the nature ol'tlie disease, sometimts induces such patients to

f )re^-o the'comparative traiVquiIlily liiey enjoy, and attempt to Irce themselves
of the disease by au operation. 1 could adduce' several patients who ijad

laboured under the njalignant disease, for ten, fifteen, and twenty years, ai-d

who were cut oti'ni three or four months by an oper;ition.

"Ablation of the mamma is also recommended and practised as a pallia-

live, in cases where there is no prospect of a radical cure. It is had re-

course to chiefly in the ulcerated stage of the disease, to rid the patient of

pain and annoyance arising from the presence of an open ulcer, and the foe-

tid discharge proceeding Ironi it. Seeing that we have other and milder

means of soothing the (hstrcssing symptoins, and mitigating the patient's

suifering, 1 must confess'rthat this })ainful and dangerous procedure, and for

effects so partial andinefficacious, appears to me cruel and unjustifiable;

and I am satisfied from what 1 have seen, that by it the progress of the

dise:iseis ])ainfully accelerated, the knife appearing to rouse it into fatal

activity.

" Of late years it would appear that in the hands of some surgeons the

knife has frequently succeeded, and there seems to be rather an increasing

confidence in its efficacy, and a disposition to employ it, under the belief that

it will cure the disease. 'J'here are certainly on record a good many cases

in which no relapse took place ; and we find at the present moment women
alive upon whom the ojieration was performed years ago. But after the

unfortunate results I have detailed, the question naturally occurs. 'Were
these cases of genuine cancer?' We often meet with tumours in the fe-

male breast of a benign character, which so greatly resemble scirrhus even
in their structure, as to render it difficult for us to classify them. Indeed, in

the majority of mammary tumors which present themselves to our notice,

the disease is not malignant at all, but consists, of an indolent enlargement
of the gland, of an adipose tumour, a deep-seated chronic abscesss, of stru-

mous tubercle, or of a hydatid cyst. In some of these cases even the most
experienced may be deceived, and be led, from the disease not having return-

ed, to assign more value and importance to the operation, than it is justly

entitled to, and thus to take credit for cures which were never performed.

When these mistakes, which are by no means uncommon, originate in ig-

norance, they may be pardoned, as we are all liable to them ; but when the

real nature of the disease is designedly concealed, and they are held out as

cases of cancer cured by operation, we cannot but lament that there should

be found in the profession an individual or individuals so devoid of honesty and
candour as to attempt to mislead, in a matter of such serious importance.

" It may appear to some that I have taken too unfavourable and gloomy a

view of the results of operations for the cure of this formidable disease. If 1

have done so, it has not been done hurriedly or unadvisedly. The painfnl

truth has been slowly and reluctantly forced upon me, by an uninterrupted

series of unsuccessful cases, and I feel myself bound to state as my decided

and conscientious opinion, that in no stage or form of the disease is an oper-

ation to be depended upon, either as a means of permanent cure, or as a pal-

liative. On the contraiy, I believe that while it never arrests, it almost uni-

formly accelerates the progress of the disease. Why should we, therefore,

continue to recommend and practise it ] Why subject our patients to the

torture and risk of an operation v.'hich we believe to be not only useless but

injurious ? It would be better for our patients, and more creditable to sur.

gery, were the operation altogether abolished ; and the melancholy fact at

once acknowledged by the profession, and made known to the public, that

wecannoteradicate the disease by the knife ; but that still much may be
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(lone, and by milder means, to alleviate the painful symptoms wliicii attcnJ

upon it.

" By refusing to operate upon what is usually considered a favorable ca?o,

it may be said that we are depriving tiie patient of the only chance she had

of recovery, and consigning her to a state of hopelessness and misery. It is

surely better, bya candid statement of facts, to dissuade from an operation

which we believe to be useless, than to hold out prospects of a euro which
will never be realized. The operation is submitted to only underthe belief that

it will eradicate the disease, and when it proves inetlectua!, the mental as

well as the bodily condition of the patient is worse than if it had never be per-

formed. It is doubtless a painful duty to be obliged to confess our inabdity

to afford the relief and assistance which is expected from us ; but would it

not be more discreditable to our professional character, were we, in the teeth

of accumulated observation and daily experience, cruelly to persist in oper-

ations which have been found not only useless but pernicious 1 By persist-

ing in such a practice, we are doing an act of gross injustice to our patients,

without having the candour to forewarn them of the results ; and by resting

contented with the operation as a means of cure, which every day's expe-

rience tells us that it is not, we are retarding the improvement of our profes-

sion, and preventing the talents and energies of its members from being di-

rected to other remedial sources, from which we may yet obtain means moro
effectual than those we now possess, for eradicating this forraidabe disease.'*—London Medical Gazette^ June 2, 1838. Am. Jou.

Connexion of Diseases irith the different seasons of the yeai\

with different ages, cj-c. Wc have received the Annual Report
of the Interments of the City and County of New York, for the

year 1838, from which, interesting remarks may be drawn, re-

lative to the proportionate frequency of certain diseases in dif-

ferent seasons, in persons of diflerent colors, the natives of dif-

ferent countries, the proportion of deaths to the population, age,

&c. &c. We shall not, however, on the present occasion, go
further than to throw before our readers, the proportionate fre-

quency of certain diseases, which may be reasonably consider-

ed as having some connexion with the particular seasons of the

year, age, sex, and color; and a few remarks in connexion
therewith. It will be remarked, that the termination of most
chronic diseases, do not seem particularly connected with any
one season ; whilst with acute diseases it is different.

The extensive and minute table, cocupying nineteen pages,

large duodecimo, commences with

DISEASES OF TIIE BRAIX AWD NERVOrS SYSTE3I.
' Of Inflammation and Congestion of the Brain, the total num-

ber of deaths was 1.55 ; of which 83 were white males, 62 white
females, 3 black males, and 7 black females. Of these the great-

est number was in Aufjust, which was 20 ; the other months va-

rying from 9 to 17. Within the Jst year 38; 2nd year 21; 3rd,

1th and 5th, together 2G, &c.

Of Dropsy of the Brain—total 3CS. Greatest numbers, in

July 48, and Atigust 46. In other months, from 18 to S'J. All

of these except six were under ten years of age.
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Of Apoplexy—total 164. There were 70 in July. Janua-
ry, February, March, and November had, each, J.*i; the other

months varied from 3 to ll. All these, except 15, (and one un-

kiiovvn,) were between 20 and 70, and the greatest proportion

bjtween 40 and 50.

,

Asphyxia. Of this there were 20. January and September
\^ ere exempt. In the other months they varied from 1 to 4.

Falsy—total 48. Varied through the different months from

1| to 6.

I

Convulsions—total G3S. Of these, the males had the largest

proportion, both in white and black. White males 313 ; white

Je males 275—black males 30, black females 20. The chief dis-

proportion of these was not in relation to season, but to age.

i^ ugusthad 71, the greatest number, and October and Novem-
bar 39, each, being the smallest number of any of the months.

I>ut of these 501 occurred in the 1st year, 64 in lh6 2nd, and 37
i.i the next three years, &c.

Epilepsy—total 14. No month exceeded two.

Hydrophobia—total two—both of which occurred in August.

[
Insanity—total 24. Two months only, January and June,

Ihad four each ; all these, but five, occurred between 20 and 50 ;

jail but three, between 20 and 70.

I
Lock Jaw—total 13. All these occurred from April to Sep-

tember, inclusive—the six warm weeks.
Neuralgia, or Nerve Ache. Only one death from this, which

was in June. This name is too indefinite.

DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.
Croup—total 182. White males 100 ; white females 70

—

black males and females, each six.

It is interesting to give the whole number in each month, and
remark the difference between the months of January, Februa-

ry, March, October, November, and December, and the interme-

diate six months, or the six cold and six warm months :

January, 22 ; February, 20 ; March, 20 ; October, 19 ; No-
vember, 22 ; December, 27.

April, 8 ; May, 9 ; June, 8 ; July, 10 ; August, 7 ; Septem-
ber, 9.

All of these, except 16, w-ere under five ; and of these 16, 13

were between five and ten.

Hooping Cough—total 2l0. White males 90 ; white fe-

males 117—black males five; black lemales seven. It w'ould

appear by the smaller proportion of males, both white and black,

that the male constitution has better powers for surmounting

this obstinate disease. Of these, August, September, and Octo-

ber had far the greatest proportions : August, 47 ; September,

56 ; October, 32. The other months had three to sixteen ; of

which November had 15 ; December, 16 ; and June, 3. All of
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these, but eight, were within the first five ; and those eight, be-

tween five and ten years.

Ht'm'tpiysis—total 29 ; of which nineteen were white males,

and five white females—one black male, and four black females.

No month had less than one, and none over six ; and this was
November. Only two of them occurred under twenty years of

age.

Injiamniation or Congestion of Lunc;s or Membranes—total

542. White males 274 ; white females 210—black males 32 ;

black females 26. Remark the greater proportion of males of

both colors. These are important diseases, both in practice and
insurance; we shall, therefore, give the whole ofthe months:

January, 53; February, 72 ; .March, 85; April, 65; May,
36; June', 31; July, 26; August, 18; September, 23 ; Octo-

ber. 20 ; November, 43 ; December, 50.

Here remark the difl^erence between the colder and the warm-
er months. Of these, 183 died within the first year; 78 in the

second year ; 62 within the next three, or between two and five;

18 between five and ten ; nnd eleven betw^een ten and twenty ;

40 between 20 and 30 ; 52 between 30 and 40 ; 39 between 40
and 50 ; 29 between 50 and 60 and so on, decreasing.

Gang' ene ofLungs. Of these only two cases occurred, which
were i n A p ri 1 an d A i ay.

Pulmonary Consumption—total 1225. We remark that in

this disease, as well as hemoptysis, the white males and colored

females exceed the opposite sexes of each. White males 6?2
;

white females 475— black males 61 ; black females 67. The
mortality of the eight coldest months greatlv predominated,

whilst the extremes of June, Julv, August, and September, were
71 (in September,) and 8y (in July). The order of mortality

was as follows, begining with the greatest : December, Novem-
ber, April, February, October, March, May, January, July,

June, August, September. It is worthy of remark, that 546,

besides ten unknown, were foreigrners; and of these 395 were
natives of Ireland ; 89 of Great Britain ; 34 of Germany ; and
13 of France.

Asthma—total eight. AH these deaths occurred in the first

three months, and between the ages of forty and eighty.

Inflammation of the Chest^—total fifty five. They occurred
almost entirely in the first and last four months ; there being but

four cases in the middle four months. Nearly half occurred
within the first year ; and all but nine, within the first five years.

Dropsy ofthe Chest—total fifty one. 3uly, August, Septem-

* This is an indefinite name. We know not what it is intended to mean;

but suppose it alludes to some acute inflammatory affection of seme of the

respiratorr i^pp^ra^n?,

6f
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ber and October, were decidedly more exempt than the othc7

months. The greatest number of these were between five and
ten, and between thirty and forty years.

Abscess of Chest—total four. 'J'hese occurred in April, May,
and October ; and all but one between fifty and eighty.

Inflammation of the Throat— ioVdl 28. These were most
abundant in the first half of the year. Eighteen w^ere under five

years.

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM.
Inflammation of the Stomach— total 62. The greatest num-

ber in any one month was sixteen, and these occurred in July.

The other cases were distributed through the other months ;

there being no more than five nor less tnan one in any other.

They occurred principally between twenty and fifty years.

Inflammation of the Bowels—total 156. These occurred

chiefly in March, July, August, September, and October ; there

being but sixty three in all the other months.
Cholera Morbus—total 25. These occurred chiefly in July,

August, and September ; there being but six in the other months;
and mostly about middle age.

Cholera Infantum— iols] 437. Of these, January had two ^

March, four ; June, four; July, 102; August, 174; Septem-
ber, 114 ; October, thirty one ; November, five ; and Decem-
ber, one. All these occurred under five years : 264 within the

first year, and 14S in the second year.

Diarrhoea—total 121. These were most numerous in Au-
gust, which had twenty one ; next in September and October,

which were equal ; then July, which had seventeen ; April had
two : the smallest number. They occurred at all ages ; but the

first year had forty two ; the second, twenty ; the three next

years, eighteen, &c.
Dysentery—total 150. These w^ere most numerous in males

of all colors. They occurred almost exclusively in July, Au-
gust, September, and October ; only twentv two occurring in alt

the other months ; of which February and March were exempt.

September had forty three ; August thirty three : October, thir-

ty one ; July, sixteen. Thirty cases occurred in the first year ;

twenty four in the second ; twenty seven in the next three

years—these decreased with the advance of life, to two between
eighty and ninety.

Marasmus, or Emaciation—total 470. Under this head is

included a great amount of mortality to be characterized mere-

ly by the name of one of the symptoms, or eflxjcts of disease.

It is an indefinite name, as applied to point out the disease itself;

and is, therefore, a bad one. We shall, therefore, as the disease

is not definitely pointed out to us, consider it only as a symptom
or effect of disease, followed by death. It was followed by
death in 232 white males ;

200* white females; twenty blaxik
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Kiales ; and eighteen black females ; therefore, rather more fre-

quent with males, supposing the males and females about
equal ; but we believe the females are most numerous, if so,

the ratio of frequency in males is increased. It was pretty

equally distributed throughout the whole of the months;
twenty six being the smallest number of deaths in any month,
and these occurred in January. The next smallest were
May and Decen^iber, each of which had twenty eight. The
greatest mortality was in August, in which it amounted to sixty

nine ; the next greatest was September, which was sixty six ;

and the next, October, which was fifty one; then July, which
was forty five, &c. 209 occurred in the first year ; 110 in the

second ; forty five in the next three ; and so on to one between
eighty and nmety.

Teethi?ig—total 146. Of these, nearly half (sixty nine) oc-

curred in August and September. The other months having
from two to seventeen. The first year had eighty ; the second,

sixty three ; and the next, three ; the balance, of only three.

Wor7ns—total 2'S. We doubt the correctness of this item in

the report, and think many cases of worms are included under
other names. However, May and December were exempt;
the other months varied from one to five ; March and August
had five in each. Two occurred during the first year ; eleven

during the second ; seven in the next three ; and three between
five and ten.

Inflammation of Liver—total 4S. The greatest number in

one month was in September : being eight. The other months
varied from one to five. They occurred chiefly between thirty

and fifty ; and just about the time that what is called "genteel

wine dnnking," works out this kind of death.

DISEASES CF TH3 CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

Under this head we find

Fever (type not named). Total uhy six. These fevers oc-

curred pretty equally, from tv/o to six, in the month. The
greatest proportion of deaths occurred in the first year, and in

the latter half of life—thirty to sixty years.

Intermittent Fever—total only nine : a small number for such

an immense population ; however, it is a disease which should

scarcely ever kill. Six occurred in October ; two in Septem-
ber ; and one in January. One death the first year ; four the

second ; and tie other four between twenty and sixty.

Remittent Billiaits Fever—total 103. White males forty

nine ; white females forty six—black males five ; black females

three. These were most considerable in August and Septem-
ber ; but were from three to seven through the other months.

Eight died the first year ; eight the second year ; and fifteen du-
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ring the next three. The greatest number in ten years, after

this, was eighteen, between twenty and thirty.

Typhus Fever— total 104. The mortahty was nearly in the

sanne proportion in the different sexes, both black and white.

White males forty five; white females forty four^—black males
seven ; black females eight. The disease appeared in every
month, varying from six to fourteen. The greatest mortality

was in I\ovember (fourteen), but was nearly equalled by De-
cember (twelve). The greatest mortality was between thirty

and forty.

Spotted Fever—total two. One in a male, and one in a fe-

male. Both occurred in June.

ERUPTIVE FEVERS.
Under this head are included some of the most important dis-

eases ; as ,.

Scarlet Fever—total 257. White males 136 ; white females
ll3— black males two ; black females six. The first seven

months had 205 deaths, leaving a balance of fifty one, to be pret-

ty equally distributed through the other months. All these, ex-

cept seventeen, and two unknown, were within the first ten

years: not one occurring after fifty.

Measles—total 79. These cases were distributed through

the whole year—no month having Jess than two, and none more
than eleven. . The mortality of this disease was confined to the

early years ; there being thirteen in the first year ; twenty one
in the second ; thirty seven in the r.ext three years ; six be-

tween five and ten ; and two between ten and twenty.
Small Fox—total ninety one. The greatest mortality from

small pox was in the three first months of the year ; the pro-

portions of which were twenty three, thirteen, and thirteen. l\o

other month exceeded six; and July and August, only one, each.

In the first year, twenty two died ; in the second, seventeen.

Only two died after forty, and these were between sixty and
seventy. As to the occurrence of this and the iormer disease,

measles, they depend on specific contagions as their cause.

There is nothing, therefore, in season, favorable to its produc-

tion ; and this is only calculated to influence their mortality,

when produced.

Chicken Pox. There were only two of these cases which
proved fatal, and these occurred during the first year of age,

and in the months of January and May.
Erysipelas—total thirty three. These cases spared no month

in the year. July and November had one each ; and January,

August, and September each, four. Seventeen of them occur-

red during the first year ; the others are scattered through the

range of life, from the first to the seventieth year ; and one be-

tween ninetv and a hundred vears.
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Aphtha; or Sprne^—\o\dA twexiy nine. They principally oc-

curred in July, August, ISeptember, and October. All died du-

ring tlie first year, except iour ; which were in tlie course of the

next four years.

Strophulus, or Red Gum. Only one case of death from this

disease, and that was in the first year.

Bleeding {\ydv\s uoi named)—total thirteen. Nine of these

occurred in white and black males, and four in white females.

All these occurred in the first seven montlis in the year, but one
m October, and one in November. All except three occurred

between twenty and sixty.

Dropsy (seat not named)—total i3l. Greatest mortality in

December, which was seventeen. March and >eptember had
each fouiteen ; August had only five: the smallest number.
Forty six occurred between the thirtieth and fiftieth years.

Purpura HcomGrrhaglca, or Purples. Only one case of death

occurred from this disease, or rather followed this symptom.
]t was in September, and between the ages often and twenty.

DISEASES PF THE URIxNAIlY ATVD GENITAL ORGANS.
Of this class w^e shall only notice a few diseases, merely for

assisting in diagnosis.
*

Cancer and Scirrhus of Womb—total seven. The earliest

case of death from this cause, was between thirty and forty.

Rupture of Womb. Only one case of this occurred, which
was between forty and fifty. We have never known a case of
this e.irlier.

Childbed.*—total twenty. No month exceeded two, nor
was there any under one. except November.

Puerperal Fever or Peritonitis—total seventeen. Distribu-

ted through all the months pretty equally, except July and Au-
gust, which had none All were between 20 and 40.

Puerperal Convulsions— Only three ; and those occurred in

February, June, and December.
Cruritis,or Milk Leg—only one ; and in October; and some-

where between twenty and thirty years of age.

Cancer of Breast—total six. One between thirty and forty ;

one between forty and fifty ; two between fifty and sixty ; and
two between sixty and eighty. And possibly, that between 30
and 10 was not genuine cancer, as it seldom occurs so early.

Facts on this point are extremely important, as they may tend

to put down a custom too prevalent, of calling a breast cancer-

ous, and operating for it, before it is so.

Cancer—total eighteen. Here we have cancer again, with-

out naming thelocation. Six were in males, and twelve in fe-

males. All except one was between thirty and one hundred

*VVe do not know what diseases, under this title, destroyed life ; as the

most formid?.b]e diseases of child-bed are mentioned in the report separately.
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years ; and this one is piU between twenty and thirty. There
were seven between hWy and sixty , three between sixty and
seventy, and two between tliirty and forty,

GouL Only two cases of death, which were in July, and be-

tween forty and fifty—tiie most usual time for habitual wine
drinking to begin its fatal operations by this disease.

Rhtumatism—total thirteen. One in January ; three in

March : one in April ; three in June ; one in July ; two in Au-
gust ; and one in December. All but three we-re betw^een thir-

ty and Jteventy.

Scrofida-^\oXdi\ thirty. Rather more with males. Deaths
chiefly fiom February to August ; and twenty four out of the

thirty, under tw^enty yeaas.

Scurvy—total jbur. All these deaths were between thirty

and seventy.

Carbuncle—only one. It was in July ; and between sixty

and seventy.

Dry Gangrene—total four. All occurred betw'een sixty and
eighty.

Mortification—total tw^enty eight. Six were in January

;

the rest distril^uted through the other months, except June,

which had none. The deaths occurred at all ages under 80.

DISEASES OP THte BONEY SYSTEM.
We shall notice butfew^ of these, as they have no connexion

with season, as to the time of death.

Moibus Coxarius—total five ; 'of which, four occurred in Feb-
ruary, March, April and May : the other in August. Four
deaths between five and twenty ; and the other between fifty

and sixty.

White Swelling. One case, between twenty and thirty.

Lues Venera— total fifteen. Four occurred in the first year.

All the rest between thirty and sixty except one, which was be-

tween seventy and eighty.

DISEASES OF INTEMPERANCE.
The nomenclature adopted in the report is by no means

clear; indeed Intemperance is not given as a class, but occupies

the place of the name of a disease. For the cause of truth and
humanity, as well as temperance, which it is the duty of all

physicians to sustain and promote, as far as facts enable them,

it would certainly have been more correct and advantageous to

have given intemperance a generic rank, and arranged under it

the deaths from all accidents and circumstances, wdiereof this

could have been fairly considered cause: such as delirium tre-

mens, some apoplexies, palsies, suicides, marasmus, dyspepsia.

&c. However, we shall notice them as contained in the re-

port:

Intemperance:—total thirty three. Five was the f^reate^t
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number in any one month, but no month was exempt but Sep-

tember. They all occurred between twenty and sixty.

Delirium Tremens—total 64. Of these, twelve occurred in

August alone. No month was exempt from o'eaths from deliri-

um tremens; but March' and November had. but two in each.

Of these, tifty two occurred in white males, and eleven in whito

females I Only one amongst black males, and none in black fe-

males. Perhaps to the poverty of the colored, they were indebt-

ed for their happy exemption from tins horrible disease. Of
these deaths, iburleen occurred between twenty and thirty ;

twenty six betvv'een thirty and forty ; and seventeen between
forty and fifty. Only seven occurred after fifty : as few who
are disposed to that turn of intemperance, live in that indulgence

which causes it, to a later period. ^

Unknown Causes—total 159. Many of these were, doubt-

less, results of intemperance. .July had twenty two, and Au-
gust eighteen. Eight, the smallest number in any one month,
and this month was November. Twenty nine of these occurred

in children during the first year. But the most fatal periods

were from twenty to thirty, 10 ; thirty to forty, 31 ; from forty

to fifty, 36 ; and from fifty to sixty, l5 ; making in the period

from twenty to sixty, a proportion to the whole number, of

ninety four. Of these we suspect many to have arisen from in-

temperance.
Suicide. Forty three cases of deatb occurred from this cause.

Of these, twenty (nearly half) occurred in July, August, and
September. Eighteen between twenty and thirty ; and eleven

between thirty and forty. All occurred between twenty and
seventy. Doubtless, intemperance was that, without which,
this number would have been considerably less.

Casualties—total ninety one. These were distributed througb
all the months, and ail periods of life ; but thirty five of them
occurred between twenty and forty. Some of them were,
doubtless, the results of intemperance.

Burns or Scalds—total 50. Of these, thirty three occurred
within the first five years.

Drowning—total 93. Some occurred in every month, but the

iour warmest months alone had sixty eight: showing probably
the connexion of the proportion with bathmg. Seventeen were
white males ; five white females ; and thirteen black males.

Drinking Cold Water—total 22. Tliese all occurred in

June, July, and August ; and all but five, between twenty and
forty.

Old Age—total 114. All but eight occurred between nmety
and 105. No month was exempt, but August had the greatest

number, which was eighteen. -^

At the end of the table we are told that pleurisy, peripneumo- Wbl
Bia, bronchitis, colds, catarrh, influenza, and pneumonia typhoide?.
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arc included aQioni^ ihe deaths from in(l;immation of the lungs
and membranes. Also, that deaths from de(;ay, debih'ty, tabes

mysenlerica, and atrophy, are inchided with deaths Irom ma-
rasmus.
The full total of deaths amo'jnted to 7,533
To whigh, if we add tlie still-born 520

We make the total of interments 8,053

The follovvinfT table will show the proportion of white and
black males and females, who died at the ditferent periods of life.
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The following table shows the rate per cent, of deaths of each

class, betvveen certain ages :

White males umler 5 y'rs. 125.22

While females " " 22.24

Black males " " 1.75

Black females " " 1.68

Per cent, total,

2.19

1.85

.13

.13

175I451I 6 56 4.2r;2.6n.8 [ .781

1.85 4.48
..15 .45

.19 .651

3.84 2.41

.671 .42

.62i .35

1.3811.3 '

.21. .171

.U\ .18

1.3

.05

.07

.63 .37

11.46

.13

5450.91i 4 311 3.9610.1 '11.41 7.47'4.353.46 1.83

We subjoin a few ofthe most important remarks made by the

City Inspector, at the close of the tables

—

By this report it will be seen that the deaths in 1838 were 679 less than

in 1^.'37. Precisely the increase of 1S37 over 1S86.

It may be wei], for the gratification of those who have not the time or

taste to enter into the investiga'tion, to subjoin a running commentary upon
some of the details herein presented.

There are several interesting results to be gleaned from the precise and
peculiar mode of arranging these tables, and which could not be shown by
any other method.
Leaving others to account for the causes, while the facts are simply pla-

ced before them, I wfil premise that, while the total of deaths has been 679
less, the variation in prevalency of ditrerent diseases has been immense ;

from a decreased mortality of 1654 upon some, to an increase of others of

1209.
The decrease has been chieflly upon the following diseases, viz : of Scar-

lot Fever, 322, TvDhus,234, Consumption, 233 ; Measles 159 ; Small Pox,

79; Fever, 74; Teething, 93; Inflammation of the Chest, 40; Diarrhea,

30 ; Drunkenness and Delirium Tremens 31 ; Child bed, and Puerperal

Fever, 24 ; Dropsv, 19 ; Bleeding, 12 ; Mortification, 10 ; Old Age, 8 ; and

Epilepsy, 5 ; and 28 less were drov/ned

Ofthe Diseases that have increased, the followmg stand most conspicu-

ous : of Cholera Infantum, 184. More deaths of this disease occurred this

year than ever before, with the single exception ofthe cholera year, 1834,

when it was only 38 greater. In the vear 183'2, it was 103 less than in this.

The increase of Marnsmu.s is 178 ; 'H<)oping^on^h, 15'5} Unknown 102 ;
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J^poplexy, 53 ; Croup, 31 ; Remittent Fever, 28 ; drinking cold water, 20;
Malibrraation, 31 ; Qrg-anic disease of Hearty 18 ; Bleeding from Lungs, 13;

Dropsy of Chest, 13 ; Scrofula, 12 ; while of casualties, 12 more occurred,

and 8 naore were killed or murdered.
The increase of apoplexy. Unknown, and drinking cold water, oocuired

chiefly during the extremely warm part of last summer.
The number of Still I^orn and Premature is precisely the same as last

year. There is a curious circunastance connected with this casualty that

ideserves a remark : that is, the great disproportion of white females, and
which does not take place between the sexes of the blacks.

The greater fatality cf male life in the white race commences before birth,

continues throughout the first year of existence. This year almost 51 out
<©f every 100 died before reaching 5 years of existence, of whom over 25
were white males, and 22 females,—^the rest blacks. This inequality does
not continue so great after passing the year ; there being no trifling varia-

tion (although the males exceed,) between 1 and 2—2 and 5—5 and 10, un-
til between 10 and 20, females predominate ; between 20 and 30 they arc
nearly the same ; but, between 30 and 50, even to 60, the males are al-

ffnost doufele in number to females. Between 60 and 70, they vary a trifle ;

(between 70 and 80, the females outnumber the males, but from 60 upwards,
they are equal.

Throughout the whole series there is a total excess of male <ieaths, of
eiearly 10 per cent., and this cannot arise from exposure or casualty alone.

There is not a disease of childhood, except Whooping Cough and Measles,
in which the male deaths do not preponderate. The same thing occurs,
with few exceptions, at the other periods of life, ex-cluding the peculiar dis-

eases of females, and old age. Qf casualties of all kinds, the males exceed
females only 148.

According to the last census, the female population was not 5 per cent,

greater than the male. This constant loss of male population (which, tak-

ing the whole series embraced in my last year's report, of 32 years
past, has been still greater, having been nearly 12 per cent.,) is in some way
or another supplied, or, inevitably, the male race would eventually become
-extinct. 5t is for the purpose of ascertaining the facts, that a register of

births is desirable.

It is singular, in regard to the deaths of the colored population, that the
males and femdes differ so little ; the colored females exceed the males only
one.

'

Of those diseases so fatal under the year some of them are fatal within a
few daysof birtfe. Of Convulsions 638 died—501 of them under the year;
but 159 of them were not 7 days old ^ between that and 21 days, 177 died ;

between that and 2 months, 79 ; and 28 between that and 3 months, leaving

but 118 to divide between the remaining three fourths of the year. Of Mal-
formation and Premature, 77 died under 20 days.

Tartar Emetic in Pneumonia. We look with great pleasure

on the beginning practical improvements of the present age.

Ridiculous and nonsensical, not to say mischievous ultraisms

have, to a great extent, beset the profession for the last twenty
or thirty years in a practical as well as theoretical ^omi of view.

Whilst expectant practitioners, on the one hand, have urged
upon the profession abstinence from the use of almost every
medicinal agent of valuable powers, and Hahnemann has per-

fected these views, by urging the propriety, or rather the almost
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infallible—the inconceivable powers andefficacyofiiifinitessimal

doses, which are fully equivalent to no doses at all, other practi-

tioners have vibrated in the other direction to an extent almost as

ridiculous—perhaps much more actively injurious in the admin-
istration of Herculean doses. This has been eminently the cas€

in the southern and western parts of the United States, so far

as regards the use ofcalomel, and in Italy and France in the use

of tartar emetic. Perhaps these errors were founded on Hahne-
mann's cpinion, that the smaller the dose, the greater its pow-
er, &c. for it has been contended and declared by these ultra he-

roic practitioners, that the greater the dose the less energeticat-

ly it operates. The only difference then between these practi-

tioners and Hahnemann is, that they take different ends of the

same doctrine, if it may be so called ; and whilst the latter used

infinitessimal doses for the most powerful y the former used
Herculean ones for lighter effects.

But the redeeming spirit of the age, is daily approximating
the entire extermination of this doctrine, by bringing us back to

the primary truths of observation—observation, not alone of the

fatal depredations of the disease, but of the truths which they

afford during their progress ; and with rigid reasoning is exter-

minating one error after another. The vibrating pendulum of

truth which has left its line of direction to vibrate to extremes on
either side, is now being settled in its proper position, and the

wild errors of fancy are becoming things that were.

As the tide of popular theoretical error rolls away, we observe

that antimonials are assuming their proper rank in the poso-

gical table, and will, doubtless, be soon permanently located as

a nauseant and an emetic, and an aperient or cathartic in cer-

tain circumstances, and secondarily, a diaphoretic. This will

fix the doses at that which will just produce their several effects

in the desired degree, and through these, exercise their valuable

powers of correcting morbid action. Modern bumoralism has

not yet progressed so far as to give a proper weight to its dia-

phoretic virtues, for action alone still dazzles the professional

eye too much for the clear perception of the importance of the

purity of the great circulating fluid—the blood, in the production

and maintenance of health in the animal economy. Blood is, in

health, a perfect and uniform composition, consisting of various

elements or constituents, in well adjusted proportions, and even

organization, to some extent, and is sui generis. So long as this

condition of it is preserved, perfect health, as to general action,

prevails. This perfection, in all respects, is generally preserved

by the perfect regularity and due operation of, the eliminating

or depurating functions—the various secretions. It is true that

extraneous and deleterious influences are often derived from in-

gesta, in unusual quantities and qualities ; but these again are, in

an otherwise healthy condition of the functions, generally provi-

I
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•ded for by the eliminators, and speedily expelled. But the in-

stant these depurators are m the least disordered in their func-

tions, the wanderings from perfect health begin, howev-er small

the degree. It may be barely in a rational, but not sensible de-

gree, or it may be insensible, but not incommoding degree, or a
certain dxsgree of variation from perfect health which has been
called disorder. But when these functions are disordered for a
Jong time, or in a great degree, whether by excess or deficiency,

but most comn^only the latter, the regular constitution of the

blood is changed, and, consequently, its influcKce in the economy
proportionately altered, if such be the case, and that it is, is

constantly declared by the construction and arrangement of the
various fuzactionaries, the diierent composition of the blood in

the vadous morbid and healiJiy conditions, the manner <?f opera-

tion of noxious causes, the regular succession of proportionate

effects to them, the constant observation x)f the efficacy of the

operations of nature or of art, in the restoration and the preser-

vation of health, (fee.— if, we say, it be the case that all degrees

of change of the depurating functions are calculated to disorder

the economy, how important it is to hygiene to preserve the most
perfect integrity of their functions -, and to the restoration of

health or the removal of disease when produced, to restore those

actions which have been thus disordered ! We would not, how-
ever, hold forth the idea that this is, in every case, all that is to

be done ; but this, distinctly, that without these purposes being

effected by nature or art, the other efforts, however indispensa-

ble tbemselves, must prove .unavailing. We are pleased to see,

as we thluk we do, in the observations of M, Chomel, of the

Hotel Dieu, an approximation to truth and soundness in this res-

pect. We give tiie remarks of La Lancette Francaise, through

the Med. Chi. Rev. and Eclect. Jour, on M. Chomel's use of tar-

^.ar emetic, and his opinions of its medicinal powers, founded oa
(lis expensive, accurate, and independent observations.

M. Chamd on Tartar Emetic in P-ne'dinonia^ This eminently practical

physician of the Hotel-Dieu has not, it seems, so high an opinion of the tar-

tar emetic practice in contralling thoracic inflairraiat^ion, as many of his pro*

fessional brethern in Paris, tHe frequently uses it ; but •only as a subsidia-

ry remedy, after a -decided impression has been made on the disease by
blood-letting. With respect to its having any directly antiphlogistic or con-
tra-stiraulant properties, independently of the depressien induced by nau-
sea and by evacuation, M. Chomel professes himseif to be very sceptical;

and hence, of late years, he has discontin'asd the common usage of combin-
ing opium with it, for the purpose of inducing a tolerance of the antimonial.

According to his views, its action is to be referred to an eiiergetic revulsion

©pon the alimentary tube, and to the powerful compression of the lungs, dur-

ing the efforts of vomiting, aided by the nausea which precedes and ioWovrs

these eflfbrts.

The antimonial will always be found of most efficacy, when the first

violence of the inflammatory attack is arrested, and when the disease indi-

cates a tendencv to remission or abatement.
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Alluding to the excellent effects of intestinal derivation upon all thoracic
HiflammationSyM. Chomel takes the opportunity of strongly recommending:
castor oil as the safest and one of the most eflectual purgativesj^ whith ca»
be used for this puypose.

Remarks on^ with Case of^ Pneumo-ihorax,—Tlie following ease kktely"

occurred in the practice of M. Chomel, at the Hotel l>ieu.

A nian^ affected witii pu.lmonary tubercles in a state of softeningy was sud-
denly seized with a violent pleuritic pain or stitch, whish caused extreme diffi-*

culty in- breathing, and considerable febrile action in the whole system.
On examining the chest, it was observed to be altogether fuller and more

capacious than it had been, and at the same time, to be much more
lesonant em percussion, while the respiratory murmur had become much
more indistinct*

When lecturing upon this case, M. Chomel took occasion to state that,,

in his opinion^ the disease o§pneumo-ihorax is never idiopathic,—or, in other
words, that air is never secreted from the pleural surfaces—but is always-

the result of a communication between the air cells of the lungs and the bag
of the pleura, Buch a communication may take place in one of two ways ;

either by the ulceration of a vomica outwards, as in the present ease, or in

consequence of a purulent effusion in the pleural cavity being followed by
an ulceration at some point of the lungs.

He stated, at the same time, that he took the game view of tympanites
abdominalis—the effusion of air being, according to him, always the re-

sult of an intestinal perforation.

Such a perforation may have taken place either from within outwards, as
is occasionally the case in some cases of typhus fever, or from without in-

wards, as now and then happens in consequence of a purulent collection in

the abdominal cavity. An instance of this sort occurred very recently in M.
Chomel's clinique,in a wornan ^ who died from an immense abscess in the
pelvis : ulceration had taken place at one pcint of the large intestine, and
had penetrated through all its coats, except the mucous one.

It is necessary to distinguish the peritoneal tympanites, which we not
unfrequently meet with in dissection^ when there is certainly no perforation

of the intestines, from that alleged or presumed jorm of the disease, which
has been attributed to the secretion of air during life : it is entirely owing
to the incipient cadaveric decomposition. M, Chomel mentioned a very
remarkable instance of this cadaveric tympanites, which he recently met
with. A restaurateur in Paris, who was immensely fat, but seemed to be
in very good health, was most unexpectedly found dead in his bed. The
body was examined thirty hours after death. The season w^as summer.
No sooner were the abdominal parietes divided, than a loud explosion,

which M. Chomel compares to that produced by the discharge of an air-

gun, was heard ; so violent was the rush of the confined air from the aper-

ture which had been made into the cavity of the abdomen.
But now to return to our case of pneumo-thorax.
On the following day, after the presumed rupture of the vomica, and the

communication between the air cells of the lungs and the pleural cavity had
taken place, the expansion and also the resonance of the thoracic parietes

were found to have considerably increased.

In proportion, as the pneumo-thorax was more decided, the ausculta-

tory signs became more and more distinct and decisive. At the lower part

of the chest, a sound, analogous to the amphoric bruit, was perceptible ; and

more externally, a distinct metallic tinckling was to be heard. Over the

scapular region, a bruit de secousse, such as is caused by striking a drum
with the finger, was audible when the patient spoke.

Along with these symptoms, there was extreme anxiety and difficulty of
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breathing", amounting to orthopnoea, &c., and, as we have mentioned above,
the chest was remarkably resonant on percussion.

The treatment which M. Chomel adopts in almost all cases of interna] per-
foration, whether of the thoracic or of the abdominal viscera, consists in the
exhibition of opiates, until they produce a decided narcotism of the system.
The object is not only to quiet the pain which is almost always present, but,
also to bring on a state of inertia of the whole system, so as to permit nature
to exercise her own medicative and reparatory efforts.

From the results of several cases of presumed intestinal perforation, this

treatment certainly seems to be by far the most advisable.

—

Med. Chirur.
Rev. forJanuanjyfrom Lanrelte Francaise.

Part IIL MONTHLY PERISCOPE.

Professional Charges. Aulopsij for Legal Purposes, Let-

ters of Consultation.

At its last session, tlie Medical Society of Augusta passed,
with unanimous vote, a resolution, that autopsic examinations,
for legal purposes, are proper subjects of charge, and that the
price for each and every such examination should be from twen-
ty five to one hundred dollars.

The principal arguments on which this resolution was based
were, 1st. That the County is always able to pay, as well for

professional labor and service for its own purposes, as for any
other commodity. 2nd. That a man's professional qualifica-

tions, whereby he is rendered competent to the discharge of this

service, are his capital, or his stock in trade, in a pecuniary
point of view, and neither the public, nor any individual, has a
right to their use, without a satisfactory return for the same,
any more than the pubHc, or any individual, has to take, with-
out due remuneration, the labor or property of any other man ;

and 3rd. That these anatomical investigations demand for them-
selves an ability, which is found only in ample scientific attain-

ments—that they require much lime for their proper perform-
ance, and much more in attendance on the legal investigations

to which they lead, and to which they are all-important. To
these we may add, a peculiar weight of responsibility ; because
on medical, more than any other testimony in such cases, a cor-

rect decision depends, in which human life is concerned. By the
slightest error, or delinquency in the discharcre of this duty, the

guilty may be allowed to escape the just inflictions of the law.
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or the innocent caused to suffer the punishment due only to the

guilty.

It may be an enquiry in the mind of some, ^vhether such a re-

solution as that alluded to in the beo^inning of this lecture is, or

ever would be, called for—whether any counter-sentiment on
the subject exists, to call forth this action of the medical com-
munity / To this enquiry we reply, that a case is now pend-
ing in the Superior Court of this County, in consequence of the

relbsal, on the part of the County, to afford to the anatomist in

such a case, a satisfactory remuneration for his services. In

this movement the members of the Society feel themselves sus-

tained by the laws of the land, as fairly as they would be under
an attempt, on the part of the general government to force them
to the gratuitous discharge of the duties of an army surgeon.

The task is, as we have said, a most disagreeable one ; and
one which it is the desire of most practitioners to avoid. In

case of refusal to discharge those duties according to the demands
of justice, the law may and should exercise compulsory pow-
ers ; but not without ample remuneration.

Another subject of charge for professional services, than which
there is none more proper, but which has been overlooked alike

by the profession and the community in this section, is consulta-

tion by letter. Jt is a frequent occurrence for a physician to

receive a letter from some other practitioner, or a patient at a

distance, making a large demand on his time, attention and la-

bor—no fee inclosed, nor even the postage paid. It would seem»

from such communications, that the writer of such letter pre-

sumed on the sufhciency of the compliment \\\us paid to a physi-

cian, for paying: the debts of the latter, or bearing the current ex-

penses of his family, and paying the postage to boot. Truly,

honor is pleasant enough to most men, but he who has learned

that, to live honestly and honorably, the necessary expenses of

life and of the profession must be met with promptness^ will say»

" honor to the dogs," in such a case.

It is worse than useless to open accounts with persons at a.

distance of 100 or more miles ; as the collection would cost more
than it would profit. It is, therefore, indispensable, that a fee

fully sufficient to reward the physician for his labor in the pre-

mises should accompany the letter, or application otherwise

made, or a certificate of the disability of the patient to reward

the adviser; for, otherwise, a prompt return (if return at all)

cannot be reasonably expected. Physicians who are most fre-

quently consulted in this way, have generally enjoyed i\\e honor

of high confidence before, and for a length of time—therefore, a

mere expression of confidence is no reward. Such persons are,

moreover, not " gentlemen of leisure," but are busy men, replete

with important engagements ; such as are not, are rarely wor-

thy of such consultations ; for it is by their habitual professional
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enn^agement and studious habits, that they obtain that worth in

the profession which causes their advice to be thus souiiht. To
men thus engaged, time is more precious than gold. 'J'inie, and
mental and corporeal labor are their capital, and it is not more
just and reasonable, to expect such men to take these, their capi-

tal, from a profitable emplo3'ment, and bestow them gratuitous-

ly, than it would be to expect or ask a monied institution, to draw
its capital from those employments by which ilrelurtis, with in-

terest, and give it to an individual whom it is never expected
will be heard of again. No. If advice sought in this way be

necessary and proper at all, it is only on i\\Q present state of the

case described. The advice must, therefore, in order to be pro-

ductive of good, be prompt. Nothing, therefore, can generally

secure this promptness, but a competent fee in liancL or a clear

and fair claim on the charity of the physician ; which latter, to

the honor of the profession, is seldom slighted.

It is not a \cyv uncommon thing for some persons to think

more about the business of others than they should do ; but we
are of the opinion, that this is an instance in wdiich there is a de-

ficiency of thought of the business and interest of others. Would
it not be well that the community at large, as well as physicians,

should be reminded of the fact, that consulting physicians, as

well as other people, are obliged to secure a competent income
by their means, and that they are even as much entitled to the ac-

cumulation of a fortune by their time and well-directed acquire-

ments ? And, therefore, when a benefit is asked, that a quidpi'o

quo is necessary to secure it ? We remember an old anecdote

which frequently occurs to our mind on these occasions. A
gentleman being about to sail to a foreign country, received or-

ders for the purchase of many articles for A. B. C. D. E. and F.

On his return, A. B. and C. received promptly all the articles

for which they had sent, perfectly to their satisfaction ; but D.
E. and F. not receiving any of those, the procuring of which
they had requested, inquired anxiously into the cause : whereon,
the gentleman informed them that, one day during his voyage,
he had spread before him the whole of the orders he had receiv-

ed, to see what articles he had to procure, placing the money,
accompanying some of the orders, on them. Whilst engaged in

looking over them, a sudden breeze came and carried overboard
all the bills which were not weighed down by the money ; and
as he could not recover them from the sea, he was unable to as-

certain the articles named in these orders, which happened to be
theirs ; but all the orders which were thus saved by the pressure

of the money, he had been able promptly to fulfil. So it is with
letters of consultation. Were they made subjects of pecuniary
interest to the consulting physician, they would be kept careful-

ly in hand until duly attended to, and not be allowed to accu-
mulate around his desk, or in his pocket, by the necessity which
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otherwise exists, for their awaiting an hour of disengagement
from other business of value.

Allusion is not here made to those applications on behalf of
patients who are proper subjects of charity : the character of our
profession should be ample protection against a charge of un-

willingness to aftbrd to the poor our assistance, as far as consistent

with other obligations ; for it is a well known truth, that (consi-

dering the time, talents, labor, &c. of physicians, their capital.)

they bestow on the indigent and afflicted, a greater amount of

charity than all other classes of the community together. But
there is no more justice in claiming a physician's servicesfor the

sick, without reward, than in claiming the undertaker's for his

coffin ; and who thinks of finding a mechanic who may be called

from his other business to make a coffin, or a merchant to afford

the habiliments of death gratuitously ? Each may give\^ he

please, and we are happy to know that the physician always
gives in such cases, as far as he can, injustice to his other busi-

ness, which, in point of humanity, is not less obligatory than the

afflictions of the indigent.

New Diuretic. Some time since, we noticed that Dr. Hollo-

way, of Warrenton, had found the pith of old corn stalks a po-

pular remedy for some of the most troublesome disorders of the

urinary organs, with some experiments of his own with the arti-

cle. In his last letter Dr. H. writes thus on the subject:

" Since I last had the pleasure to hear from you, I have had
another opportunity of trying the pith of old corn stalks in dys-

uria and hematuria, in which it was found promptly efficient.

What are its virtues, and why does it act so very promptly ?"

New Theory and Treatment ofErysipelas. By M. Blandin, Surgeon to the

Hotel Dieu, Paris.—Erysipelas maybe divided into two varieties, according

to the causes which give rise to it. These may be either external or inter-

nal ; as a wound or injury, or a disordered state of the constitution general-

ly ; and the disease will vary considerably in its characters as the one or the

other cause may occasion it. According to M. Blandin's theory, that varie-

ty which is excited by external injury is at first a local affection, and after-

wards tends to dilFuse itself generally ; the fluids, which are altered by the

diseased actions, going on in the part, having a concentric course, and thus

spread themselves through the whole system and excite violent reaction.

—

Erysipelas, on the contrary, arising from an internal cause, is at first gener-

ally diffused, and has a tendency to become localized ; nature making an

effort to determine the disturbing influence towards a single point.

With regard to the anatomical nature or proximate cause of erysipelas,

M, B. considers that it consists in acute inflammation of the minute lympha-

tic vessels of the skin, which are first affected, and inflammation of the sub-

stance of the skin itself afterwards follows. [This idea of the absorbents

being inflamed in erysipelas is not new, though M. B. is the first who has

extensively applied it, in numerous cases, both to pathology and thera-

peutics ; this same tlieory has been entertained by several authors ; among
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others, M. M. Ribes, Dance and Chomel.] The decjree of mflammation be-

tween the lymphatic capillaries and the substance of the skin is not ahVays
in equal proportion. In erysipelas from internal causes, it is the latter which
predominates ; in the traumatic variety, the absorbents are principally af-

fected : and this causes the difference m the seriousness of the affections
;

for according to M. B., physicians generally find erysipelas a trifling disor-

der, while surgeons regard it as a most serious disease.

M. Blandin's treatment is founded on the principle that the pre-existing

and predominant affection is inflammation of the lymphatics, and that, when
this is checked, there only remains simple inflammation of the integuments.

As the disease is propagated towards those lymphatic ganglions which
are situated most centrically, or nearest to the trunk, it is here that we
should commence the treatment, which consists in successive applications

of leeches over the absorbent glands, and not on the erysipelatous surface

of the skill itself; as in the latter case they only weaken the patient. This
plan is principally applicable to the traumatic variety, when situated in the

extremities ; but he considers that it may be also employed Vv'ith advantage
when the skin of the trunk is affected, and when the disease arises from in-

ternal causes.

M. B. has applied his plan of treatment to a great number of cases, and
informs us that, during two years that he has employed it he has scarcely

lost a single patient; but he ought to publish the exact number of instances

in which he has tried it, with the particulars of the different cases; this would
render -Jiis statements much more valuable,

—

Brit, and For. Med. Rev. for
January^ from Journal des Connaissances Medico-chirurgicales. July, 1837.

Vaccination as a Preservative against Small Pox. The fol-

lowing conclusions, close a long communication from Doctor
Schaeffer, in Rusfs Magazin fur die ges : Heilkunde, on the

contagion of the Variola, during 1836, in Haischberg, in Ger-

many. So far as these conclusions go to impair confidence in

the preservative efficacy of vaccination, we are compelled to

attach the blame, not to the vaccine disease, but to the i?npe?fec-

tion of that disease, either from fault of the virus used, or the

condition of the system when that which is genuine is used, or

some other cause of a want of its wonted and proper action.

We are rather surprised when we consider the various circum-

stances calculated to modify morbid actions of any kind, that un-

der the circumstances which have attended the use of vaccination,

it has not every w4icre so degenerated as to have lost its charac-

ter as a preventive povv^er. Under all the circumstances, how-
ever, and particularly with vaccination in the hands of the com-
mon people throughout the country, who are neither judges of

the characters of genuine vaccine disease, nor of the good con-

ditions of the system for its best effects, it is found every where
in this country, so far as we have been able to ascertain, as pre-

servative as variola itself

We find that small pox cannot progress in those communities

in which care has been taken to keep up genuine vaccina-

tion. We know of many individual instances wherein per-

sons have had the vaccine in the lightest manner, having had no
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eruption but the pustule made by vaccination, in whom the pro-
tective power has been amply and repeatedly tested by expo-
sure to small pox contagion and even contact. Indeed it will

be found, at least in the circle of our observation, that not one
case in fifty is attended with pustules elsewhere than the point

punctured in vaccination ; and it is a rare circumstance for re-

vaccination to afford a perfect pustule at this point, and when it

does, it appears to be a good evidence that the former vaccina-
tion was, in some way, imperfect. The conclusions of Doctor
Schaeffer, on this subject, are calculated to impress us with the

importance of such regulations or management, as shall secure
good judgment and faithful attention to the use of this invaluable

preservative. A medical staff should be organised, on salaries

sufficient to secure the best attention and judgment, and every
case duly prepared, and observed in its progress ; in addition to

which, re-vaccination should be practised at least once in every
individual, with different virus, not for the purpose of renewing
former impressions, which the revolution of a few years have
effaced—a mere notion which some people have, but for supply-
ing any imperfections which may have attended the former
course of the disease.

1. Vaccination, as a preservative against the sma]l-pox, has appeared to

be in a direct relation with the number of scars visible on the arms of the in-

dividuals. Thus in 43 vaccinated persons, who have caught the small-pox,

there were, in all, only 126 scars ; whereas in other 38 persons, who have
escaped, although they had been repeatedly exposed to infection, there were
211 scars counted.

2. Vaccination is far from having the same preservative influence on all

persons. In some a single cicatrix seems to prove a sufficient security

against the small- pox ; while othes, whose arms have exhibited half-a-dozen

ofgenuine scars, have been seized with the disease.

3. Jt is very difficult, if not q^jite impossible, to pronounce any character-

istic ngns of true genuine cicatrices.

Of43 vaccinated persons, ivho have taken the small-pox, 14 exhibited ci-r

catrices perfectly normal ; in 25 they were more or less abnormal, or irregu-

lar ; in 4 none at all could be discovered.

On the other hand out of 38 vaccinated persons, who had resisted tho

infection, 34 presented normal cicatrices ; in 3 they were more or less in-

distinct, and in the remaining one no traces were visible.

4. The majority of vaccinated persons, who have been attacked with

small-pox, have been from 20 to 30 years of age. The severity of the dis-

ease has been almost always in a direct ratio with the length of the interval

elapsed since vaccination had been performed. In general the disease was
more severe in the more aged than in the youthful. In one case the small-

pox declared itself in an adult immediately after a normal vaccination; and

in another case it showed itself, in a slight degree, on the eighth day after

vaccination—the progress of which however was not interrupted.

5. A great number of persons have been submitted to re-vaccination ; and

of these not one has been attacked with small-pox. Moreover all those algo,

in whom re-vaccination has not produced any effect, have escaped, although
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tnany of them have leen much exposed to the contagion—a strong* argument
in favour of the opinion, that when re-vaccination does wot take^ the Jiability

to catch the small-pox is extinguished. Med. Chi. Rev.

Researches on Menstruation. IM. Petrequin, one of the most intelligent

contributors to Builetm Medical Beige, published lately a small work in

which he has recorded the result of his enquiries on the above subject.

The first question he proposes for consideration is, at what age does the

menstrual flux usually appear in our climate (France) ] Tvvo hundred and
seventy-two cases have served him to draw up the followiug table, from
which it appears that the earliest age is about ten years, and the latest about
twenty-two years :—-1 at 10 years of age ; 10 at 1 1 ; 15 at 12 ;

'3*3 at 13 ;

33 at 14 ; 45 at 15 ; 48 at 16 ; 32 at 17 ; 27 at 18 ; 12 at 19 ; 7 a1 20 ; 5
at 21 ; 1 at 22.

M. Petrequin, therefore, fixes upon the period between 13 and 15 years
of age, as that at which puberty generally occurs in France.
From his researches it appears, that the first appearance of menstruation

is the more apt to be irregular and disordered afterv»'ards.

The next question, which our author endeavors to solve, i?, at what pe-

riod of life does the cessation of the catamenia usually take place 1 He fix-

es it at between the 35th and 55th years. It is well known that, in some fe-

males, it is prolonged considerably beyond the latter period, Thus Desor-
meaux has known it to continue to the 65tii, Richerand to the 70th, and Gar-
tlien to the 75th year of life.* Occasionally the now returns, after it has ceE-
eed for several years.

From the comparison of 60 cases, M. Petrequin states, that menstruation
ceases between 35 and 40 years of age, in about one-eighth ; between 40
and 45 years in one-quarter ; between 45 and 50 in one-half ; and between
oO and 55 in one-eigh'h of the whole.
We shall now briefly consider, whether the common notion that the epoch

of life, at which the function of menstruation usually ceases, is really a very
critical one to womer, in reference to mortality.

M. Petrequin has not been able to satisfy himself on this topic from
personal researches ; he appeals, therefore, to the statements of preceding
authors.

According to Muret, the period from the 40th to the 50th year of life is not

more critical to women than the period from the 10th to the 20th year. M.
Lupecq found that of 1,478 deaths in persons between 20 and 50 years of age
there were 718 females and 760 males ; and M. Benoiston states that, from
the result of his enquiries, it appears that the period of life between 40 and
50 years of age is m truth more critical for men than for women.
M. Lachaise has come to the same conclusion in his Medical Topography

of Paris.

M. Finlayson states as the result of his numerous researches that, after

the period of infancy, the life of women is, on the average, considerably more
lengthened than that of men.

It is not to be denied that at the period of life, when the catamenia cease,

there is a tendency in some women to the developement of certain diseased
actions ; but then be it remembered at the same time that in others--as in

those who have long suffered from excessive or irregular menstruation

—

there is a very marked improvement of the general health; the one set of

cases may therefore be said to be counterbalanced by the other set;

A few hygienic precautions, such as the use of cooling aperient raedicinee,-

* The Belgian Journali?, a short time ago, mentioned the case of a woman
giving birth to a child in her 70th year.
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tho use-of light food, the abstinence from venereal pleasures (which are apt,

according to Desormeaux, to induce cancerous disease,) and the occasional
loss of a little blood, will lead most women safely through this often-dreaded
periou of life.

We may notice, en passant, that blindness from amaurosis is of frequent
occurrence, when the catamenia cease to return.

With respect to the quantity of the catamenial secretion, we may proba-
bly state it at about from tJiree to live ounces. It is usually more copious in

Spring than in other seasons of the year; and there is reason to believe

that the sexual passions, and also the aptitude to conceive, are greatest in this

former season. AI. Villerme has deduced, from the comparison ot 13,903 ca-

ses of labour, that most conceptions take place in the months of April, May,
and June.

The quantity of the catamenial discharge is very generally greater in wo-
men of a voluptuous than in those of a cold and less susceptibfe constitution.

It is an idle waste of time to endeavor to find out the cause of the monthly
return of the catamenia. All that we can say is that it is a law of the system
in the human female

;
just as the period of nine months is that of utero-gesta-

tion, or as certain plants flower in certani months and not in others.

The 2r/i?/ of these phenomena is beyond our research; and he, who at-

tempts to discover it, will only subject himself to the satire of another Moli-
ere : Opium facil dormire^ quia est in illo virtus dorimtiva.^-BulLetin Medi^
cale Bel(re.—Ibid.

Musk and Gum Ammoniac in Tympanitis.—Dr. Tradfni recommends
highly a combination of moschus et gum. ammoniac, in tympanitis in the
following proportion :

Mosch. gr. iij.

Gum. ammon. gr. xii.

M. FiantpilulsB tres. D. P. Take one pill morning, noon, and evening.

The remedy is most proper where there is much weakness and debihty,

which generally accompany the above disease. (II filiatre sebazio)

MoxcB and caustics applied on the head in hydrocephalus acutus in children.

Against the above disease, Dr. Constant, in Paris, {Bullet, de Therapeu-
iique, Med. et. Chir.,) recommends, particularl}^ moxae applied on the head,

on each side of the Eutura sagittalis, and assures us, that he has by this

treatment been able to save several children. Dr. Durr, in Hall, in Wur-
temburg, who has lately written on this disease, has derived great benefit

•from the use of caustics in this disease. (Frorieps Notiz., ]\o. 1021, Feb.,

1836.) He shaves the head, where the sutura sagittalis and lambdoidea
come together, and put on a small emplastrum, about a^ large as an Amer-
ican dollar, (silver dollar,) spread thinly with the following unguent

:

Ungu. acris Autenriethi oj.

Tartar, emetic.

Ungu. canthar. "ilT 3 ss.

After four or six hours the skin is raised without there having been any

considerable pain. The plaster is spread again, and when, after six or

twelve hours, he observes water, he makes an incision, lets the water run

out, and applies, every twelve hours, au ointment made up from

Ungu. basilic.

Emplast. de minio 77.

After twenty-four hours, you will hav« produced an artificial, good looking

ulcer. Jn cases where the suppuration is not great, or seems to cease. Dr.

Durr applies a combination of both the above ointments.

—

Bibliothec. for

Lcpger, Copenhagen. Med. Examiner.
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Therapeutic Injluence of Compression of the Large Bloodvessels in Neural-

gia, cj-c. M. J)ezeimens, the author of the memoir from which the follow,

ing observations are drawn, appears to be much more deeply read in Brit-

ish medicalliterature tiian any of this countiymen, with the exception of

two or tln'ee, such as MM. Rayer, Velpeau. &c.
He points to the late Dr. Parry of Bath, as being the first who ascertain,

cd and announced the curative effects ofcompression of the carotid arteries

in various cephalic diseases, as severe headache, epilepsy, convulsions,

(fcc.

M. Dezeimeris's observations apply chiefly to the efficacy of such com-
pression in neuralgic afFectionsof the face and head. The following two ca-

ses appear to us to be very interesting. ,,
•

Ca.se 1.—Madame C, *<34 years of age, and of a rather feeble constitution,

determined, after the loss of her parents in ldl4, to retire to a convent. There
she spent five years in fasting and various penances ; the effect of which was
to impair her health very greatly.

It is now about six yeass ago since she experienced thefirst attack of neu-

ralgia, which came on after deep and protracted chagrin. The paroxysm of

pain was quotidian, returning almost regularly between three and five o'clock

in the morning. The use ot the sulphate of quinine effectually cured it.

Three years subsequently, and again after severe mental distress, Ma-
dame C. was seized with gastralgia, accompanied with bulimia. These
symptoms yielded to the use of pills composed of opium, magnesia and subni-

trate of bismuth.

In the Spring of 183G she had a return of facial neuralgia, which was con-

fined to one spot, being sometimes supra-orbita^, and at other times infra-

orbital or maxillary, or seated in the ear. It very rarely exhibited any re-

gularly intermittent type ; and hence resisted the quinine. Various narco-

tic remedies, employed endermically as well as internally, were tried,

but WMth only temporary and partial success; and the disease did not fairly

cease, untill a suppurative eruption made its appearance on the ear.

,
The last attack of the disease was in the Autumn of the same year

—

This time it occupied almost the whole right side of the face, and although

not so severe as on the former occasions, it resisted every means that where
employed.

The physician in attendance having a.'.cidentally spoken to M. Dezeimeris
respecting this case, he, (the latter) suggested to him to try the effects of

compression of the carotids. At this time the pains were so excruciating as

to force the patient to scream out, and the integuments of the affected part

were red, swollen, and shining. Upon firm pressure being made over

the right carotid artery for two or three minutes, the facial congestion rapid-

ly subsided, the pain became almost entirely assuaged, and the patient felt

a soothing drowsiness creep over her.

When the compression was removed, the pain returnned, but in a less ag-

gravated degree ; and again it was checked by re,applying the finger. For
the following three or four days the sufferings of the patient were much less

than they had been for a length of time, recurring at intervals only and
with diminished severity. At length an eruption broke out in the right side

of the face ; and since then there has been no renewal of the pain.

Case '2nd was communicated to the author by M. Rayer.
A young female, of a highly nervous temperament, had been subject, for

several years, to attack of excruciating neuralgic pain in the right side of the
face.

During the paroxysms, the suffering was so intense that she was scarcely

conscious what she was about. All classes of medicines had been tried, biit

without any decided benefit.

M. Rayer, at the suggestion of M. Dezeimeris, tried compression of the
corresponding carotid artery. After being continued for about twenty min-
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utes, the pain was very greatly relieved. On the threatened approach of

the next attack—for the paroxysm was usually preceded by a feeling ofstiff-

ness in the left temple— compression with the fingers over the left carotid,

until the circulation through the corresponding temporal artery was sensi-

bly diminished, was at once resorted to; and with the efftct of preventing the
accession of the fit- Since that period the return of the fits lias not indeed
been delayed or prevented; but, adds iM. [layer, the pain, which was former-
ly excruciating, has become sa iupportallj that I may say that the paroxysm
miscarries each time.

M. Dezeimeris then alludes to the curative effects of compression of the
carotid arteries in some cases of convulsions and epilepsy ; and narrates,

without however approving of the practice, tlie three cases in which Mr.
Preston tied the common carotid artery to relieve certain cephalic affections.—(Trans, of Med. and Fhys, Society of Calcutta.)

He mentions also some of the observations of Dr. Cooke (History and
Treatment of Epileps}', London, 1&'23), to prove the benefit of compression
of the carotids in many cases of this disease. We shall close these remarks
with the short notice of a case of Coma Vigil, in which M. Rayer employed
compression with advantage.

This case occurred in a young woman who, for many years, had suffered

from various forms of hysterical disease. Latterly sne had become affected

with a species of coma, which returned every day, and which usually lasted

for several hours.

If she was aroused from this state, she became vehemently excited and
convulsed. At the suggestion ofM. Dezeimeris, M. Rayer tried the effect

ofcompressing the carotid during the attack of coma. It was not contin-

ued for more than two or three minutes, before all symptoms of stupor ceas-

ed. The same practice was adopted several times afterwards, and always

with the same effects.—L' Experience.- J\Jed. Chi. Rev,

Vtility of Ergot of Rye in Paralytic Affections. It is reasonable to pre-

sume that the modus operandi of this remedy in tardy parturition, Amenor-
rhcea, &c., is its stimulant influence on the lower extremity of the spinal-

marrow. Hence some physicians have been led to try the use of it in some
case oi paraplegia ; and, according to their report, decided benefit has been
thus obtained. It seems to have no influence in hemiplegia ; the seat of

that more unfavorable species of palsy being either in the brain itself, or in

the cervical portion of the medulla.

The Ergot has been employed with marked benefit in that form of para,

plegia, to which infants during dentition and young children are subject.

Adults too have derived equal benefit from its use. Thus M. Ducros

of Marseilles mentions the case of a sailor who, by falling Irom the rigging

of his ship, lost the use of his lower limbs completely. Moxas, and other

means, had been unsuccessfully tried by Professor Delpech ; and nothing

seemed to do any good but the Ergot of Rye, under the administration of

which he quite recovered.

The usual dose, it is proper to commence with, is six or seven grains :

this should be raised gradually to thirty or forty grains, or until the patient

begins to feel prickings, and a sense of formication in the limbs, somewhat si-

milar to what are produced by the use of the Nux Vomica.
An excellent adjuvant of its remedial virtues is the occasioned exhibition

ofa turpentine enema.
Whenever we administer the Ergot of Rye for a length of time, it is ne-

cessary to guard against the septic influence of the agent on the system, by

recommending the use ofa generous animal diet, &c. &c. M. Ducros men-

tions a case in which sloughing of the heel supervened: by proper means,

however, both the gangrene and the paralvsis vrere cured.

—

La Lancette

Franraise.
'

Med. Chi. Rev.
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MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

Under this head we take the liberty of asking of the editors of Medical

Journals in the United States, and of respectable physicians generally, their

views of propriety relative to tho use of secret preparations for effecting cer-

tain medicinal operations on the system, which operations are clearly indi-

cated for the cure of disease, when all articles known to the profession fail to

have the desired operation. We will illustrate our views in this interroga-

tion by stating a case.

Let us suppose a case of dropsy, far advanced, in a patient 60 or 80 years

of age—general, long continued, and increasing, anasarca, ascites, hydro-

thorax, to a degree which prevents recumbence, &.c. &c. This is a case

in which, it will be admitted, a cure may scarcely be expected from the or-

dinary, or any treatment the regular practitioner may suggest ; or the best

plans of treatment known to the profession have been tried, but the disease

.continues to increase after all desirable trials. Now shall the regular prac-

iitioner resort to any secret preparation for effecting his curative purposes,

jfthe efficacy of which, in other similar cases, he is well assured; and the

modus operandi of the preparation as plain and simple as that of any simple

article or composition in the Materia Medica—whose operation is known to

be safe, and the state of the case with its complications plainly marked out,

and only that state treated with which the composition is found to best agree?

And, suppose the use of such composition be adopted and found speedily

successful in reducing the hydropic effusion, and in connexion with the oth.

er part of the plan of treatment, which makes up a part of the course, finally

prove, with peculiar uniformity in such cases, its curative efficacy. Should

physicians purchase for themselves, under obligations of secrecy 1 Should

they recommend the state to reward the proprietor of such a discovery, and

lay it freely before the world for the general good 1 And should practition-

ers, on finding such medicines more efficacious than any other, withhold the

truths of their own observations on their use, merely because the secret of

their preparation is not divulged ]

We do not ask the sentiments of others, without fully committing our-

selves in such cases, by stating that, however disagreeable, ungenerous, and

uncharitable the concealment of the secret of preparation may be thought,

we should, under such circumstances, adopt the use of such preparation, and

report on it according to its merits or demerits, as we should on any newly

discovered article in the Materia Medica, in favor of the virtues of which,

ample testimony was afforded : and rather than allow a patient to suffer from

the want of such remedy, and the impossibility of getting it under other cir-

cumstances, we should think it a duty to buy it under the obligation of se-

crecy. On ample experience of its efficacy, wc should feel it a duty to re-

ceive information from any source, relatire to any medicine which can better
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meet tlie demands of humanity, than any we have at command. There was
a time when Peruvian Bark, contained a secret, relative to its constituents

which was not known, and the same may be said of many other articles
;

but physicians did not, on this account, reject that article. Black Drop has

been a secret preparation, and is so to the present day ; but the most res-

pectable members of the profession, however desirous of knowing the prepa •

ration, and of divesting the suffering community of the burthen of patent right

extortion, did not hesitate to use it in preference to the othei preparations

ot. opium then known ; and even at the present day, when its base has been

analysed, and its constituent elements are found with every practitioner,

the Black Drop is used.

Whatever of error or disgrace which attaches to such a case, we are bound

to conceive is to be fairly attributed to him, and to him only, who is wilUng

to withhold from the service of humanity a secret, the withholding of which

is equal to the bartering of human life for the purpose of exhorbitant indivi-

dual emolument. Such a course is justly condemned, for the physician

is answerable for the character of the profession to which he belongs ; that

character is eminent for charity, for the doing of the most possible good to

suffering mortaUty ; not only within the little circle of his own personal ope-

rations, but every where. How, consistently with this obligation to expan-

sive benevolence, can he be possessed of knowledge so calculated for the

relief of human misery and danger, and refuse its universal diffusion ] The
question then returns,^ shall he receive this knowledge under the circum-

stances ] We are inclined to think, that he should not refuse to do a par-

tial good because he cannot do all he desires ; and, therefore, if he cannot

avail himself of the benefits of such a piece of knowledge, with liberty to

use it for effecting all possible good, he should, for effecting all within his

own personal operations : and that when the secret, which is, indeed, the

property of another, is communicated to him as a friend, or purchased by

him, under the limitation to his own use in practice, he is bound by his obh-

gation to truth, not to trespass on the rights of the discoverer, by disclosing

it beyond the liberty given or purchased. Accident sometimes throws in

the jvay of individuals out of the profession, facts of much value in practice.

We cannot expect such to feel themselves under the same obligations to

professional conduct and character as physicians do : besides, they are often

indigent—sometimes, laboring under bodily disabilities. Here we feel the

odium attached to secrecy in a professional man, entirely unmerited, and that

the proprietor has even a fair claim of remuneration for his observations, &c.

All these conclusions of our own are, of course, only on the supposition

that this medicine is worthy of the character given it. We should be pleas-

ed to have the. opinions of others on this subject. We have thus thrown

it before the professional public, in the hope of removing any unreasonable

obstacle which may prevent the service of humanity in the least degree.

In the present attitude of the profession, it feels compelled to refuse even

a demonstration of the successful operation of a medicine, until the compo-

sition be made known, with the privilege of freely communicating it to the

world.


